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Seven New Members 
igious Emphasis 
Week To Be Observed 
Week of February 16 
Preliminary meetings have been held during the past 
few months and plans are being completed for Clemson's 
annual Religious Kmphasis Week to be observed here begin. 
ning Monday, February 10, and lasting through Thursday, 
February 19, according (o Dean F. M. Kir.ard. General ("hair- 
man. 
American Chemical 
Society Schedules 
Meeting February 3 
Clemson will be host to the 
Western Carolina Section of the 
.•'.merican Chemical Society on 
Tuesday, February 3, when Dr. 
Alfred Burger of the University of 
Virginia is to address the group. 
The meeting will begin at 8:15 
P. M. in the Chemistry Building, 
where the guest speaker is to dis- 
cuss the topic "Mechanical Chem- 
istry Since the War." 
Dr. Burger Was born and reared 
in Vienna, Austria, where he com- 
pleted his undergraduate studies. 
Following graduation from the 
University of Vienna, he con- 
tinued work in Chemistry there. 
He received the degree of Ph.D in 
Chemistry in 1928 from that in- 
stitution. In 1929, Dr. Burger 
joined the staff of the Drug Ad- 
diction Laboratory of the Na- 
tional Research Council at the 
University of Virginia, where he 
served in that capacity until 1938. 
In that year he became a member 
of the faculty at Virginia, and he 
is now associate professor of chem- 
istry there. 
The guest speaker's field of re- 
search has been in organic drugs, 
especially morphine substitutes, 
opium alkaloids, synthetic analge- 
sics, animalarials, and antituber- 
cular substances. He has con- 
tributed a number of articles to 
scientific ournals, and is author of 
several books. 
♦    A main speaker has been select- 
I ed for the chapel meetings to be 
held daily, and each  church will 
I be    represented    by    a    "trouble 
shooter'' who will meet with the 
various    forum    groups    in    bar- 
! racks at night.    The Rev. Ben M. 
Clark   of   Walhalla   will   name   a 
representative    for    the    Luthern 
Church. 
Religious Emphasis Week is 
sponsored by the churches, the 
college, and the YMCA- 
Six sub-committees have been 
appointed by Dean Kinard, and 
the first general meeting will be 
held in the YMCA Friday. At 
this meeting all ministers, stu- 
dents, and faculty members of the 
various committees will begin to 
wh;-p into shape all the various 
details involved in' the success- 
ful planning of such an event. 
A complete schedule of events, 
names of speakers, and final an- 
nouncements will be given in the 
first issue of the TIGER after 
examinations. 
Blue Key 
Outstanding Students 
edeve High Honor 
Seven new members were elected to membershi in Blue Key, na- 
tional honorary and leadership fraternity, at a meeting held Monday 
night, January  19. 
/==—  ♦    These new members are James 
Officer Commends 
Ciemson ROTC Uni 
Lt. Col. Arland E. Bigblow, from 
the Headquarters of the South 
Carolina Military District, con- 
ducted an informal inspection of 
ROTC training here at Clemson 
on November 5. 
Clemson was rated Excel- 
lent during this inspection. 
Col. Bigblow also stated in his 
report to the Commanding 
General, Tihrd Army, that 
the military bearing and man- 
ner of the Clemson Cadets 
were outstanding. 
Harris Elected 
To Head ASME 
Mark D. Harris, mechanical en- 
gineering junior of La Grange, 
Ga., was elected chairman of the 
American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers at a special meeting 
held in Riggs Hall on January 15. 
Other officers elected, all me- 
chanical engineering juniors are: 
Norman P. Wagner, Newark, N. 
J., Vive Chairman; M. W. Harrel- 
son, Georgetown, S. C, secretary; 
and A. S. Dargen, Darlington, S. 
C,  treasurer. 
The retiring officers, all seniors, 
are Phil Klinck, North Augusta, 
Chairman; Paul Barton, Travelers 
Rest, Vice Chairman; Sam C. 
Brown, Charleston, Secretary; and 
A. M. Suggs, Clover, S. C, 
treasurer. 
A large number of Clemson stu- 
dents are planning to attend the 
A. S. M. E. Southern Regional 
meeting which is to be held at 
Savannah in April by the Student 
branches of all Southern Colleges. 
A number of inspection trips 
are planned, it is reported, the 
first being to the Excelsior Mill at 
Clemson to inspect the large air 
conditioning 'plant there. Plans 
for the other trips have not as yet 
been completed. 
Rentschler Speaks To 
Students And Faculty 
On Ceramics, Clays 
Dr. Mahlon J. Rentschler, wide- 
ly known research and chemical 
engineer, and chief engineer for 
the Barrum Chemical Company, 
visited the Clemson campus Fri- 
day, January 16, and gave a lec- 
ture on ceramics and clays. This 
lecture was attended by students 
and members of the faculty of the 
Chemical Engineering Depart- 
ment. 
While at Clemson Dr. Rentsch- 
ler was taken on a tour of the 
Engineering School by several 
members of the faculty of that 
school. Inspection trips to the 
barite mines near Gaffney and the 
vermiculite plant at Traveler's 
Rest were also included in the 
tour. 
Mr. Albert Pavlik, president of 
the Barium Chemical Company, 
and Mr. Frarik J. Jervey, Clem- 
son alumnus, class of '14, who is 
Senior Engineer, Division Ord- 
nance Department, of Washington, 
D. C, accompanied Dr. Rentsch- 
ler on his visit. 
Chemistry Dep't. 
Awarded Research 
Contract By Navy 
Announcement of a two-year 
contract between Clemson Col- 
lege and the Navy Department 
has been made by Dr. H. L. Hunt- 
er, Dean of the School of Chemis- 
try. The contract was initiated 
in December, 1947, and it will 
run until December of 1949. 
Under the direction of Dr. F. B. 
Schirmer, Associate Professor of 
Chemistry, the program calls for 
chemical research work with or- 
ganic compounds of the rare earth 
variety. 
Particular importance may be 
attached to this work, according 
to Dr.' Hunter, since South Caro- 
lina has magnite deposits which 
were formerly among the most 
important in the world. Richer 
Brazilian and Indian deposits 
made South Carolina unprofitable; 
however they are still potential 
reserves of the monazite mineral. 
Associated with this material is 
thorium, which is a "secondary 
fission" element; it has 'proper- 
ties similar in some respects to 
.those of uranium, the "Atomic 
bomb"  metal. 
The agreement with the Navy 
Department provides for one stu- 
dent assistant in the research pro- 
gram during 1948, and for two 
assistants to be chosen next year 
by Dean Hunter. At the present 
time, F. B. Hutto, chemistry '48, 
of Jacksonville, Fla., is serving in 
the student research position. 
Wagner, Vuksta Get 
lop Posts In The 
Newman Club Voting 
Norman F. Wagner, mechanical 
j engineering junior from Newark, 
j N. J., is the new president of the 
j Newman Club. Charles E. Vuk- 
sta, electrical engineering fresh - 
| man of Hellertown, Pa., was elect- 
j ed to the office of vice president, 
i D. C. Barbot, electrical engineer- 
: ing freshman from Florence, is 
i tiie  new  secretary   and  treasurer 
■ and E. K. Blyth, electrical engi- 
: reering freshman of Naval Base, 
i now serves as corresponding sec- 
•retary. 
The above men are filling the 
:
 offices left vacant by these retir- 
ing officers: S. W. Kimman, grad- 
:
 uating textile manufacturing ma- 
- jor from Fredericksburg, Va., 
I president; N. P. Wagner, mechan- 
■ ical engineering junior from New- 
i ark, N. J., vice president; L. P. 
i Landgraf, civil engineering sopho- 
i more of Panama City, Fla., secre- 
j tary and treasurer; and C. E. Fa- 
' rah, industrial education junior 
I from     Whitmire,      corresponding 
■ secretary. 
The Nawman "Newsman", the 
! club paper, will continue under 
| the Editorship of John M. Nesius, 
| textile chemistry senior from 
' Utica, N. Y. 
Plans were made for a large 
group to attend the spring meeting 
of the Southern Conference of 
Nawman Clubs which is to be 
held in Columbia in April. 
important Notice 
To All Students!! 
All students who have matric- 
ulated and were issued alphabe- 
tical group assignment cards will 
sign their names on the reverse 
side of these cards and return 
them to Room 19, Main Building, 
before 12 noon, January 27. Each 
student will then indicate on the 
reverse side of his matriculation 
card, previously turned in, the 
letter group to which he has been 
assigned. 
This procedure will enable the 
Registrar's office to prepare 
special lists of students represent- 
ing each letter group and facili- 
tate the issuing of class cards. 
The announcement concerning 
the time each leter group is to be 
issued class cards will be posted 
on the Registrar's office bulletin 
board as soon a spossible after 
January 27. Students who fail to 
return the alphabetical cards they 
now hold will be assigned a regis- 
tration  time  with   a  later  group. 
j^^gtM, 
Lancaster Elected 
Wesley President 
Lloyd Lancaster of Port Royal, 
was elected President of the Wes- 
ley Foundation for the next se- 
mester at the recent business 
meeting at the Methodist Church. 
Other officers elected by the Meth- 
s -increased 
Rent on all un-metered preb-fab units will be increased $1.00 on 
February 1. The following letter received from the Clemson Housing 
Office is reprinted here for the benefit of all concrned. 
♦ "From   the   monthly  rental  fee 
• of  each   unit,   the   College  is   re- Alpha (hi Sigma 
Officers  of  the    Beta     Epsilon 
I imbursed $1.00 for water and 
$1.50   for   electricity.     The   $1.50 
j has been found to be inadequate 
to   defray   expenses   of   providing 
odist   students   to   serve   for     the ; Thursday,  January   15.    Nomina 
chapter  of  Alpha  Chi  Sigma  for j electricity throughout the Project 
1948 were elected at a meeting on | Not   only   has   the   average   con- 
Reynolds Named 
Prexy Of Gamma 
Alpha  Mu 
Leonard Reynolds, VAE junior 
of Timmonsville, was elected as 
president of Gamma Alpha Mu, 
honor writers fraternity at Clem- 
son, at a meeting held Wednes- 
day. Reynolds succeeds Tally S. 
Fox of Ravenel who graduates 
with the February class. 
At the same meeting Robert C. 
Bradley was named secretary- 
treasurer, to take the position held 
formerly by William C. Kennety 
of Charleston. 
The group announced that pros- 
pective members must turn in 
their manuscripts to Professor 
John Lane, advisor for the fra- 
ternity, before March 1, at which 
time they will be sent to Mr. Roy 
Octovous Cohen to be judged. 
For further details interested can- 
didates can secure information 
from any member of Gamma 
Aloha Mu or Professor Lane. 
Members of the society include: 
Graham Reynolds, Tally S. Fox, 
Andrew Calhoun, George Moisson, 
William    C.    Kennety,    John    O. 
I Lewis, and Leonard Reynolds. 
Clemson   has   the   only   active 
l chapter of Gamma Alpha Mu in 
South Carolina, however the Beta 
i chapter   has   been   organized   at 
i The   Citadel  but   at   the 'present 
i time it is inactive. 
| spring semester are: Wayne Bal- 
j lentine, First Vice President; Cur- 
!
 tis Rawls, Second Vice President; 
JAb Snell, Third Vice President; 
; David Witt, Secretary; David So- 
; journer, Treasurer; Vic McDaniel, 
Publicity Director; Lewis Carson, 
i Director of Social Activities; Jack 
JFadgett, Editor of the RETREAT 
! BUGLE; Edwin Freeman, Director 
| of Deputations; and George Baker, 
■ World Service Chairman. 
The installation service for the 
, new officers will be held Sunday, 
January   25,   at   11:30   o'clock. 
Two important events are on 
the Wesley Foundation calendar in 
the immediate future. The Wes- 
ley Foundation supper will be held 
Wednesday night, February 18, as 
a part of the Religious Emphasis 
; Week program. 
The South Carolina    Methodist 
| Student  Conference will  be  held 
in   Greenville     February     20-22. 
; Dr. Harold Bosley, Dean    of    the 
Duke Divinity School, will be the 
; State Conference speaker. 
Meeting Held By 
Future Farmers 
Clemson's  chapter  of  the    Fu- 
ture Farmers of America met in 
the   Agricultural   Auditorium     on 
Tuesday  night  to  see  a film  on 
Future Farmer work.   "The Green 
Hand,"  a film sponsored by    the 
Sears-* Roebuck    Company    was 
j viewed  by the group,  after  talks 
I were made    by retiring president 
'. Tom Gladden in which he stressed 
the need for the new  officers to 
| see that the proposed program of 
I work  be  carried  to  a  successful 
j conclusion. 
C. C. Beam, president of Clem- 
; son's Adlpha Tau Alpha chapter, 
;
 gave a talk to the body on the 
qualifications for membership in 
! the organization. Also talks by 
| Carl Lowder, president of the Fu- 
j ture Farmers, and Mr. J. B. 
Monroe, acting head of the Vo- 
\ cational Agricultural Department 
j at Clemson, were given. 
In addition to the showing of 
: "The Green Hand" which gave a 
pictorial account of just what can 
:
 be accomplished by farm youth, a 
!film made by C. C. Beam on arti- 
ficial insemination at Clemson 
' was shown to the group. 
tions were made from the Class of 
1948.    The election  was held 
secret ballot. 
Those polling a majority of 
votes were P. J. Province, chemi- 
cal engineering of Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, Master Alchemist; J. 
L. Ridgeway, chemistry of Laur- 
ens, Vice- Master Alchemist; C. 
N. Still, chemistry of Greenwood, 
Reporter; D. R. Spiner, chemistry 
of Tampa, Florida, Recorded; E. 
H. Pittman, chemical engineering 
of Bishopville, Master of Cere- 
monies; A. F. Garrison, textile 
chemistry of Hartwell, Georgia, 
Treasurer; J. O. Lewis, chemistry 
of Marion, Alumni Secretary. 
Representing the fraternity at 
Chemistry Department functions 
will be F. B. Hutto, chemistry se- 
nior of Jacksonville, Florida. Dr. 
F. H. Pollard, Professor of Chem- 
istry, is adviser for the group. 
Beta Sigma Chi 
Elects Officers 
Lowder Captures 
Clemson Booby King 
LEN REYNOLDS 
sumption increased but expenses 
by I have incurred that were not con- 
j templated when the service was 
initially installed. To date, eight 
transformers have been burned] 
out in the Project. This has not 
been caused by accidents such as 
lightning or shortages but due to 
an overload of the lines. 
"There are no funds available 
for such replacements and an 
increase in rent would have been 
necessary much earlier had not 
the College been fortunate in 
having several transformers on 
hand. 
"We   wish   to   advise   that 
effective   February   1st,   1948, 
the   rent   will   be   increased 
$1.00 each month in order to 
reimburse the College for its 
electricity expenses. 
"Last    summer    there    was  a 
marked increase in the consump- 
tion of water in the Project.    It 
is hoped that during the coming 
summer  months,  the  water  will 
not be used so freely on the lawns, 
roofs, and cars.    We do not want 
the College to take a loss in its 
water service neither do we want 
to make any further adjustment 
in the rent." 
R. M. Hanckel, dairy senior, 
was elected president of Beta 
Sigma Chi, fraternity made up of 
students from Charleston, at a 
meeting held Tuesday, January 
20. He succeeds W. C. Kennerty, 
horticulture senior. 
Other officers elected are Gor- 
don Hayes, civil engineering    ju- 
nior,  vice-president;    E.  M.  Sea- i 
broow,   civil   engineering    junior, '     D- B- Rosenkrans, Jr., agronomy 
secretary; and Henry Rivers, me- ! sfmoT   of   Clemson,   was   elected 
Rosenkrans And 
Rogers Are Given 
Alpha Zeta Posts 
chanical engineering senior, treas- 
urer. 
Kappa Alpha Sigma 
Holds Steak Supper 
Kappa Alpha Sigma held a 
steak supper at Seigler's Steak 
House in Walhalla in honor of the 
members graduating in February. 
Professor John Lane was the 
speaker of the evening. Over 
forty members and the Agronomy 
faculty attended. 
The officers of the club are L. 
S. Bird, Agronomy senior, presi- 
dent;   E.   F.   Cornell,     secretary;   ria. 
chancellor and H. V. Rogers, 
agronomy senior of Chesnee, was 
elected treasurer of the Clemson 
Chapter of Alpha Zeta, national 
honorary agricultural fraternity, 
at the chapter's last meeting of 
the semester on January 17. These 
new officers were elected to fill 
vacancis caused by graduation. 
The other officers will remain 
in office until the time of the 
regular election in May. There 
are R. C. Dubose, censor, J. G. 
Hardee, scribe, and S. L. Hay, 
chronicler. 
On   Friday,     January   11,     the 
graduating   seniors  were  honored 
with a banquet at the "Y" safete- 
Mr. A. B. Bryant was guestl 
and H. F. Beach, treasurer. j speaker. 
Clemson students know by now I 
that their biggest "Boob" is none j 
other    than    Carl    "Lover    boy" 
Lowder   of   Kingstree.     With   a ; 
landslide vote by his admirers, the 
Tiger's gift to the women of the j 
upper   Piedmont   and   the   South, 
came     home   a   thousand     votes i 
ahead   of   his   nearest   opponent, I 
Harold "I have a mustache" Lan- 
drith. 
A relative dark horse, the se- i 
lected "great" sports a head of ; 
curley hair, a "lady charming" | 
smile, and a line that "snows" all | 
his female acquaintances, accord- I 
ing to statements by some of his | 
"fond"   associates. 
R. M. Monts polled ,602 votes 
for the booby king and Doug "My 
name is Edwards" Edwards made 
quite a fine showing for the 
"non-conveted" title with 1,083 
ballots. Others in the running 
were R. T. Payne, Bryce Lytle, 
Bob Mitchum, and A. B. Carwile. 
Landrith and Lytle led the race 
until the last day when Lowder 
came in strong to score by an 
overfhelming  majority. 
"Lover Boy" is outstanding be- 
cause of the many things he has 
accomplished while attending 
Clemson College. Carl is the new 
treasurer of C. D. A., president 
of F. F. A., a member of Scarbard 
and Blade, and several other or- 
ganizations at Clemson. 
The Booby King Contest spon- 
sored by the Junior Class to he>p 
"wine and dine" the seniors' at 
the annual banquet yielded even 
greater returns than was expect- 
ed. The student participation was 
splendid with 15,689 votes cast for 
a total of $156.89 for the class 
stated Bill Moore, president of the 
class. 
Those interested in viewing the 
face of Clemson's gift to the fair- 
er sex may see him in the C. D. A. 
picture on page 2. 
A. Smith, animal husbandry 
junior, of Mullins; Fred K. Nor- 
ris, agriculture engineering senior, 
of Eutawville; David H. Banks, 
arts and science junior, of St. 
Matthews; and Earle E. Morris, 
arts and science junior, of Pick- 
ens. 
Also Harold F. Landrith, arts 
and science junior, of Seneca; Al- 
fred B. Robinson, arts and science 
senior, of Easley; and Edwin H. 
Rhyne, arts and science junior, 
of Clemson. 
Informal initiation for these 
new members will begin Friday, 
January 23, and continue through 
Friday, January 30. Formal ini- 
tiation will be held soon after the 
beginning of the second semester. 
Qualifications for membership 
in Blue Key are based on out- 
standing contributions to the col- 
lege and student body. Blue Key 
membership includes the leading 
members of various campus or- 
ganizations. 
Present officers of Blue Key 
are J. W. Evans, president; G. F. 
Lewis, vice-president; A. B. Car-' 
wile, recording secretary; J. N. 
Young, correspondance secretary; 
and H. G. Reynolds, alumni sec- 
retary. 
One of the services which the 
Blue Key renders the student 
*body is the annual publication of 
the Blue Key Directory. 
During the present school year 
Blue Key has been striving to 
create better relations between 
Clemson and other schools by 
turning the destructive rivalry 
which existed into rivalry of a 
friendlier  nature. 
Chemical Engineers 
Visit Pipe Line 
Pumping Station 
Sixteen members of the Clem- 
son' Society of Chemical Engi- 
neers, accompanied by their ad- 
visors Dr. C. E. Stoops and Prof. 
C. S. Littlejohn, were the guests 
of the Plantation Pipe Line Com- 
pany at is pumping station Spar- 
tanburg on Wednesday afternoon. 
The members of the club were 
able to see some very elaborate 
pumps and instrumentation which 
Plantation ustV in the 'process of 
acting as a common carrier of 
petroleum products. The pump- 
ing station and take-off point at 
Spartanburg is entirely controll- 
ed from a central control room, 
and one operator is able to handle 
the entire station. 
Operation of the station is in 
turn controlled by a central dis- 
patcher in Atlanta who regulates 
the flow of gasoline, kerosene, 
and fuel oil through the entire 
pipe line from Baton Rouge, La. 
to Greensboro, N. C. 
The trip was arranged through 
the courtesy of Mr. Wiley B. 
Shavely, superintendent of the 
Spartanburg station. Mr. J. K. 
Brown president of the Clemson 
Society of Chemical Engineers de- 
sires to express the appreciation 
of the club to Mr. Snavely for 
making this interesting and edu- 
cational trip possible. 
Ag Economics Group 
Tours Market Center 
Agricultural economics students 
recently completed a tour of poul- 
try marketing centers in Gaines- 
ville, Georgia. The trip was made 
under the supervision of Pro- 
fessors Ferrier, Husmann, and 
Bauknight. 
A complete study of the busi- 
ness from chick to broiler was 
covered at the center. The stu- 
dents' visit included an inspec- 
tion of the modern dressing plants 
and a study of the various feed 
and chick dealers. 
Myron Smithwick Is 
Elected CFS Critic 
Myron A. Smithwick, arts and 
science junior of Chester, was 
elected to the position of critic in 
the Calhoun Forensic Society, 
succeeding William H. Hunter, 
pre-med senior from Clemson. 
2^ *76eOt 
TVontU 
■+ 
It's not good, but it's not bad. 
Prof St. Hubert 
All   phenomena   is   determined 
by a frame of reference. 
Prof. Powers 
The experiment was successful, 
but the poor frog blew up. 
Doctor Pollard 
Well boys, I got a test for you 
today. 
Prof. Gage. 
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Phil Corker, -mechanical engi- 
gineering senior of Springfield, 
was elected president of the-Cen- 
tral Dance Association at a meet- 
ing held Tuesday, January 13. He 
succeeds Charlie Cheatham, an 
architecture senior from Green- 
ville. 
Phil Klinck, mechanical engi- 
neering senior of l4orth Augusta, 
will remain vice president, Carl 
Lowder, vocational agricultural 
education senior of Turbeville, 
succeeds L. W„ Thompson, textile 
engineering senior of Spartanburg 
as  treasurer. 
Corker was formerly publicity 
chairman and ; Lowder was plac- 
ing chairman. . 
The other positions of the new 
staff have been filled asi follows: 
V. N. Thornhill—publicity 
Jack Klettner—placing 
Ray Davenport—decorations 
Jack Zeigleri—floor  . 
Jack Trescott—designer 
The new-staff will not take over 
until all business^ details for Mid- 
winters are completed. This will' 
be sometime, during the w.eek im- 
mediately following.the Ball. 
No .statement as . to the future 
policy has been made by the new 
officers, except to say that they 
■plan to have one more "big name" 
:t>and.,this spring. 
pasggaMS! 
CLEMSON 
mrary Muay 
Sponsored By The S©ph©ni@re Class 
IPOAY Sticker and Card 
Issued to Paid Members 
Newly elected officers of the CDA discuss plans for the big Midwinters Dance. Standing is Carl 
Lowder, treasurer, in the center Phil Corker, president and on the right Phil Klinck who remains as 
vice president. 
Hew Chemical Engineering Department Is 
Installing Equipment In Laboratary 
A double effect evaporator. has 
been received by the newly form- 
ed Chemical Engineering Depart- 
ment and is being erected in the 
new unit operations laboratory at 
Ihc same time the plasterers are 
finishing the walls. This piece 
of < qui'pment represents an ap- 
imaSely live thousand dol- 
ar investment and is a -m.oclerate 
sized representation of the larger 
installation used in the chemical 
industries'. 
Other commercial .types of 
equipment already on hand are 
a 15 piste, bubble-cap distillation 
unit, a vacuum tray drier, a plate 
and frame filter press, a jaw 
crusher, a D'drr tray thickener, a 
disk crusher,, two Hills-McCanna 
duplex proportioning pump's, an 
all glass Na.-h Centrifugal pump, 
a Stokes Micro-vac vacuum pump, 
two "Lightening'' portable mixers, 
i'.'.o wood vats, and a Leeds & 
Norlhwp recording temperature 
conlroik i . 
There are of course, quite a few 
pieces of auxiliary equipment, 
such as gages, thermometers, 
small ptimps, etc'. Students arc in 
the process of designing and build- 
ing experimental types of 
ratus' to illustrate the basic prin- 
ciples of several of the Unit Ope- 
rations (Chemical Eniu'neerim; 
steps). 
This year is the first _ time 
Chemical Engineering has been 
taught at Clemson. \ Previously 
students who were interested in 
this field could major in the old 
Chemistry - Engineering curricula 
and finish their training at other 
institutions. 
Chemical   Engineering   is   more 
than a synthesis of Chemistry arrd 
! Mechanical  Engineering  and  is  a 
; distinct   field.     The   demand   for 
I Chemical   engineers   has   steadily 
I increased from the time the first 
formal   training   was   given   over 
thirty  years  ago  until  now  there 
are   about   25,000   chemical   engi- 
neers.     The  number  of  chemical 
i engineering graduates in 1943 and 
1944  was exceeded  only, by me- 
. chanical engineers. 
Chemical engineers, because of 
the fundamental nature their 
training and their adaptability 
have, as shown by recent surveys, 
; enjoyed a salary advantage over 
both chemists and other engineers 
of comparable training and ex- 
;
 perience. 
The    courses    are    now    being 
taught  by   Dr.   C.   E.   Stoops   and 
. Professor   C.   E.   Littlejohn.     Dr. 
j Stoops, who is an active member 
of    the    American . Institute    of 
, Chemical.    Engineers,     American 
Chemical Society, and the Ameri- 
can Association for the Advance- 
ment of Science, came to Clemspn 
from the Phillips Petroleum Com- 
pany,   in   which   he  was   a  group 
leader   in   the  Research   and  De- 
velopment Departments. 
Professor C. E. Littlejohn grad- 
uated from Clemson in Chemistry- 
Engineering in 1940, received his 
Master's degree in Chemical En- 
gineering from N. C. State, has' 
completed a good portion of his 
work towards his Doctorate at 
V. P. I., has had industrial ex- 
perience in the rubber industry, 
and served during the last war 
as 1st Lt. in the Tank Corps. 
Clemson Botanist 
Is Named National 
Committee Chair, 
Dr. C. H. Amdt, associate botan- 
i ist   and   plant  pathologist   of  the 
j South   Carolina   Experiment   Sta- 
] tion at Clemson, has been named 
chairman of a national committee 
to. coordinate all of the seed treat- 
i ment studies now being made in 
the United States.    Sponsored by 
! the    American    Phytopathological 
' Society,   the   committee   seeks   to 
correlate all of the research work 
now being done on seed treatment 
in various sections of the country. 
Beginning   in   1940,   Dr.   Amdt 
has    been    performing    research 
I work at Clemson on organic com- 
i pounds that can be used for seed 
! treatment  to  replace the present j 
mercury    compounds    which    are 
highly poisonous and disagreeable 
j to  handle.    At  the  present  time, | 
treated seed which are not plant- 
ed can only be used for fertilizer 
because the toxic compounds used 
in   disinfecting   the   seed   prevent 
their use as livestock feed or as a 
source   of   vegetable   oil.     It   is ! 
hoped to obtain an organic com- j 
pound  non-poisonous   to   animals, i 
which   will   kill   the   seed-borne j 
organisms. 
In connection with this work, 
two fellowship grants have been 
made to Clemson, one by the Dow 
Chemical Company, and the other 
by Givaudan Delawanna,  Inc. At 
Display Of Plans tof 
Small Houses Located 
In Engineering Ha!i 
Small houses, the latest junior 
architectural problem, has. been 
completed and, is now on. display 
on the; third floor of Riggs Hall. 
The houses are .-.-of -the six room 
type, and consist of three.. bed- 
rooms, two b.aths, living room, 
dining room, kitchen, and a 
garage attached. 
Each, problem consists of a floor 
plan, perspective, and on eleva- 
tion view. The house is designed 
to be.placed on ^a lot one hundred 
feed wide. Some of these,-houses 
have been done in the modern 
style -and some in the traditional. 
Anyone interested in obtaining 
additional, information on these 
houses may. do so by contacting 
Professor John H. Gates. 
The problems have been judged 
and first mention has been award- 
ed to B. R. Sedberry of Harts- 
ville, Jerry Williams of Spartan- 
burg, Dick Coney of Columbia, 
and T. C. Rickenbaker of St. 
.Matthews. The students have 
also designed a publication build- 
ing which is to be used for all 
various college publications. 
Aull And Miles Go 
To Memphis Meeting 
Dr. G. H. Aull and Mr. J. ■ F. 
Miles will attend a conference in 
Memphis on January 26 and 27 
for the purpose of completing 
plans for a study of egg and poul- 
try marketing problems in the 
South. 
Dr. Aull is a member of the Ad- 
visory Committee and Mr. Miles is 
Project leader for South Caro- 
lina. 
present, U. L. Diener, assistant 
plant pathologist, is working at 
the. Truck Experiment Station at 
Charleston with Dr. W. M. Epps 
on vegetable seed treatment with 
organic compounds as a part of 
the fellowship grant. Experiments 
will be made with treated seed to 
determine the toxic effect of the 
organic  compounds  on  livestock. 
Of the one hundred per cent 
pledged membership, among the 
cadet, cor-ps;.in IPOAY, , Clemson 
College student jathlatfc service or- 
ganization, 771 cadets are now 
paid.. -members in . good . standing. 
These figures were disclosed in ? 
joint report to .the regional coun- 
cil by Bob Davis,, secretary: and 
Giles Lewis,, treasrer, at, a meet- 
. ing. held last-Tuesday night. 
The IPOAY, sticker has been is4 
sued to-.paid members, and mem- 
bership cards are being processed. 
Delay in issue of these cards is 
due to the large amount of clerical 
work involved. 
. Committees have been- appoint- 
ed,to investigate several°projectcd 
tasks. 
IPOAY Gets Action 
A tentative agreektefttO&mong 
IPOAY.. Block C, and the Clem- 
son College Athletic Association 
provides for free showing of of- 
ficial moving pictures, taken at 
Tiger footbjall game? to students 
holding IPOAY membership cards. 
This practice, if put. into effect, 
would begin next semester.. 
Another long-range-, objective of 
the.club is to take as large a part 
of IPOAY . enrollment, as possible 
to /one.-major out-of-town football 
game next season. Expenses of 
the trip would be assumed, by the 
individual, student,, but IPOAY 
would . attempt to. get special 
train, hotel, and boarding facili- 
ties at a reduced rate. 
Steve Ivey, president of the 
regional council, has stressed 
the fact that Htese projects 
, are only under consideration; 
they have not been definitely 
decided upon; and are* sub- 
ject to review by college au- 
thorities. 
IPOAY has investigated com- 
plaints made by several students 
concerning the condition of the 
condition of the tennis courts lo- 
cated behind the field house, and 
is approaching Athletic Associa- 
tion leaders on the matter. 
President Ivey Speaks 
In a statement to the Tiger, 
President Ivey said, "It is hoped 
that any complaints concerning 
athletics will be presented through 
IPOAY, rather than directly to 
the department concerned. Stu- 
dents not represented by com- 
pany officers can mail their com- 
munications to Post Office Box 
125. 
"We ' further   hope   that  ' after 
next semester some means will be 
devised by which Veterans can be 
j organized   and   made  a   part     of 
j IPOAY.    Without    their    support, 
i we  do  not  feel  that we  can    be 
] completely .-successful. 
|   , "The cooperation offered by the 
cadet   corps,     the   administration, 
• and  the    Athletic  Association    is 
most   sratilymg,   and  deeply     ap- 
preciated  by.  the regional  council. 
This is a student organization, run 
by  the students  and for the stu- 
dents.    Any suggestions or advice 
voiced by any student will be giv- 
en full consideration by the coun- 
cil." 
By HOWELL ARTHUR 
Study   hours   at   the   Clemson 
Colleg Library have been extend- 
ed     to     eleven   p.   m.,     Sundays 
through   Thursdays,   through   the 
efforts of the Influence  Commit- 
tee  of  the  sophomore   class,   and 
of Arthur Banks, class president. 
The extension, which will allow 
I students,  cadets  as  well as  vete- 
1
 rans, to study in .the comparative 
quiet of the Main Reading Room 
j and the adjoining Reference  and 
j Periodical   Rooms,   for   an   addi- 
tional   hour,     was     initiated   last 
Monday     night,     and     came   in 
answer   to   a   long-felt   need.     It 
will  continue  until  such  time  as 
student interest is no longer suf- 
ficiently great to warrant its be- 
ing carried on. 
College officials have an- 
nounced that slackened use of 
the plan will result in its 
abandonment. 
The members who comprise the 
committee which put through the 
change    are    W.    W.    Ballentine, 
chairman; A. J. Banks, ex-officio 
! member; R. S. Owens; J. R. Car- 
| ter; W. R.  Hayle;  and  W. R.  El- 
i lison. 
Committee   members   have   - 
| sisted    the    regular    library    em- 
: ployee on duty this week in 
forming  tasks  and   in  helping  to 
I lock up the library when it closes: 
other  class  members  will   relieve 
committee  members    in    en 
weeks. 
The new hours were first sug- 
gested at a meeting of class repre- 
sentatives early in the semester. 
When, at the first formal class / 
meeting, a vote was taken on 
several such 'proposals, this was 
adopted as one of the class pro- 
jects for the current year. 
Sophomore class leaders-have 
expressed appreciation for the co- 
operation of .Miss Cornelia,..Gra- 
ham, ! , and her assistants. 
Miss Graham, volunteered to pre- 
iu the Library Com- 
mittee and'to Dr. Poole, and was 
instrumental in securing. Colonel 
Thackstpn's approval of cadet par- 
ticipation. 
Henry;.M, Simons Is 
Appointed-Assistant 
il 
Hem 
PHONE AND MAIL ORDERS 
RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION 
LAMPL FAMOUS PAR GOLFER 
NOW AVAILABLE IN A VARIEY OF 
I\\E COMBED COTTONS . . . 
Clemson, S. C. 
at 
ELEANOR'S 
HIS W. Whitner St. — Tel. 2216 — Anderson, S. C. 
MONOGRAM . TABLE . GLASSES 
(Clemson College Seal) Mail Orders Accepted 
i 
Three New Members 
Two Baptist Student Union of- 
ficers graduating in February 
have been replaced by the BSU 
Council at its meeting on January 
14. Edward A. Smith, mechanical 
engineering sophomore from 
Spartanburg, lias been selected to 
serve .*s Devotional Vice President 
succeeding Paul Barton. 
Durante Cappele, electrican en- 
gineering sophomore of Clemson, 
is to succeed Fred K. Norris as 
Sunday School superintendent. 
Norris, senior in agricultural en- 
gineering from Eutawville, is to 
take up the work of A. B. Car- 
wile as Extension Director. 
Married students of the Baptist 
church will select a representa- 
tive to fill the vacancy created by 
the graduation of William Sturgis 
who has been their representative 
on the BSU Council so far this 
semester. 
These men will serve until May 
1st as the executive committee 
of the BSU with Gilbert Hardee, 
president; J. D. Hogan, enlistment; 
W. M. Patrick, social; J. B. An- 
derson, treasurer; W. Cecil Wal- 
ters, secretary; Jim Young, train- 
ing union director; Charles. N. 
Still, publicity; Myron Smith wick, 
literature; and William P. Roberts, 
music. 
James L. Spangenberg, minister 
of students, and Harold Cole, 
pastor, are ex officio members of 
the Council. 
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WATCH FOR 
our BIG "9" sale 
EVANS 5c & 10c STORE 
around the corner 
TA "Haturall" 
Whether you're rehearsing 
for a show or shovelling 
snow or walking in the 
woods, you'll be a natural 
in a warm and handsome 
Arrow Sports Shirt. Wool 
plaid, flannel, corduroy or 
gabardine—take your choice I 
S4.25 up. 
Attention 
BRING YOUR USED BOOKS 
Drop in and see us for a new Arrow Sports Shirt! 
iWARTMEMNTTCO. 
26 South Moin Si. Greenvilie, S. C. 
TO 
HE STUDENT CO-OP 
AT 
EVANS 5c & 10c STORE 
—1« — ».!^»-1 
WE   HAVE 
The necessary equipment to do any Repair Job — All 
work thoroughly guaranteed 
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE 
Day Phone 718 Night Phone 768 
LEE   PALMER  &  Sons 
Seneca, S. C. 
GOOD FOOD AND GOOD WILL 
AWAIT YOU! 
TRY 
• THOSE FAMOUS SEIGLER'S STEAKS 
• ALL PASTERIES PREPARED HERE 
• TURKEY DINNERS 
• CHICKEN DINNERS 
e PLATE LUNCHES 
• ALL KINDS OF SANDWICHES 
Wholesome Food in a Wholesome Aamosphere 
SEIGLER'S STEAK HOUSE 
Some pictures we have had zi hope to have 
b?.ck as se*oncUniri as soon :                    : 
Premiere showing in : I ' '-   V: WHERE 
THERE'S LIFE, MOTHER LOVE FROM    A 
STRANGER.  THE  FOXES ,-ACHFXOR  AND 
T.r: BOBBY SOXER, CROSSFIRE THE SOUTH, 
THE  YEARLING,  CTNTfi IAT  HAGIN 
GIRL. DEAR RUTH. KISS i IRS BEFORE 
THE MAST. DESIRE ME, WILD HARVE^E, KONG OF LOVE, 
SPIRIT OF WEST POINT, KEEPER OF THE "BEES,'IT HAP- 
PNED ON FIFTH AVENUE, 3 11 DUDS ROLL :BY, 
THE UNFINISHED DANCE,  ?"                 iRS OF OUR  LIVES, 
CARNEGIE  HAH IERTON 
OF THE MOVIES. LH .  great many 
other outstanding pictures C-hifi wili give soine idea of a 
number cf pictures run at Clemson. 
Some pictures coming include. FUN ANCY FREE, 
KILLER MeCOY, THE ROOSEVELT STORY, HER HUS- 
BAND'S AFFAIRS, GOOD NEWS,'ROAD TO RIO, THE 
HOMESTRETCH (return), I WALK ALONE-, IT HAD TO BE 
YOU, THE EXILE, HOW GREEN ■ MV VALLEY (return), 
THE WISTFUL WIDOW FROM WAGON' ;GAP, MARK OF 
y.ORO, DRUMS OF THE MOHAWK,'CASS TIMBERLAND, 
PIRATES OF MONTEREY, GREEN DOLPHIN  STREET. , 
You may see at Clemson practically every picture that will 
be shown at any city with a population of i&0,0(|0 people. Last 
year, 275 new pictures and 135. seeoud.-run or, reissue pictures 
were shown at Clemson. 
I've always been 
a part of your 
telephone service 
"You'll find my name on yonr Bell telephone—you see it 
on reels of cable being fed into manholes or strung on poles 
—you'd find it, too, on the complex equipment in your tele* 
phone exchange. 
"As the supply member of the Bell Telephone team, I 
manufacture equipment, purchase supplier, distribute both to 
the telephone companies, and install central office equipment; 
"Year in, year out, I help my Bell Telephone teammate/ 
to give you the world's lest telephone service at the lowes, 
possible cost. 
"Remember my name—it's Western Electric." 
Western Electric 
A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882 
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By DARCT D. HARRIS 
The breaking of new ground 
has long been an excuse for 
speech, celebration, and clicking 
shuttles but this week the en- 
gine house domain began another 
addition without a semblance of 
festivity. A steam shovel simply 
started scooping and another lab- 
oratory (this time the hydraulics 
lab) began emerging from its 
shelL 
In case you are interested the 
completed structure will be thirty 
seven one half by fifty five feet 
and the foundation is being con- 
structed for later conversion into 
a permanent building. The lay- 
out has been well planned and 
the laboratory should be ready 
for use next fall. 
NO SENSE NONSENSE 
With exams breathing hard on 
the back of our necks and the eve 
of a new semester practically 
upon us there is an opportunity 
for all of us to relax and play a 
grim little game called what made 
me go crazy. Simply sit down in 
some quiet corner and list three 
reasons why you are taking an 
engineering course. 
If you think that was too easy 
. just try listing three things you 
had rather do than study tonight. 
This studying need not be bore- 
some. There are hundreds of 
nerve soothing games that may be 
played without even laying down 
your slide rule. For full details 
on how to get Dr. Strate Eff's 
book, I made college a big joke, 
send in a copy of the power plants 
exam and finish this sentence in 
twenty five words or less; I like 
exams because . . . 
Note: Please work all the prob- 
lems on the pp exam. 
CUFF  STUFF 
Seen here and there in the 
engine house; Professor Norman 
and his road lab testing soils of 
this vicinity . . . Doug Edwards 
(the pin-up boy) leaving an elec- 
tricity quiz mumbling something 
about an elevator shaft . . . Smiley 
Giles frowning . . . Professor 
Trively's bridge building boys 
burning the midnight oil . . . 
Professor Fernow smiling at a 
secretary . . . Prof. Andrews ad- 
vising his students to change 
courses . . . Prof. Poe playing 
chess between classes ... a pencil 
sharpener. 
Men Who Belong 
To "I Bumma Cig" 
Hated   Nationally 
Bunger Replaces Orr 
In Lightweight Class 
Arthur Bunger, sophomore me- 
chanical engineering student of 
Savannah, Georgia, has been 
named by Boxing Coach Bob 
Jones as the likely replacement 
on the Tiger ring team in the 
lightweight division for Jerry Orr 
who broke his hand in a bout 
against the University of Georgia 
last Saturday night. 
The new boxer weighs in at 135 
pounds, and has had experience 
in boxing while in the Navy. Dur- 
ing his three years in the service, 
he was on the Navy team at Pen- 
sacola, Florida, and also boxed 
while in Benedictine Military 
School. 
G.C. Robinson Speaker 
At Sage Club Meet 
G. C. Robinson, Associate Pro- 
fessor of Ceramic Engineering, 
was guest speaker at a meeting 
of the Sage Club on Monday night, 
January 19. Robinson addressed 
the- group on the subject "South 
Carolina   Ceramics." 
The Sage Club is an organi- 
zation made up of faculty mem- 
bers of the College. Officers for 
this school year are R. W. Rut- 
ledge, Associate Professor of Bot- 
any, president; M. A. Owings, 
Associate Professor of English, 
vice-president; and K. N. Vickery 
secretary-treasurer. 
Where They Rre 
W. E. Morrison, class of '13, is 
an engineer with Buffalo Lamp 
Works of General Electric Com- 
pany   at   Buffalo,   New  York. 
G. E. Freeman, class of '18, is 
State Director of Vocational Edu- 
cation at Nashville, Tennessee. 
M. P. Ethmridge, class of '18, is 
State Chemist of Mississippi at 
State College, Mississippi. 
J. C. Crenshaw, class of '23, is 
with South Pittsburgh Morter 
Company at Pittsburgh, Penn- 
sylvania. 
Dr. George D. Grice, class of 
'23. is president of the College of 
Charleston   at   Charleston. 
Roy Robinson, class of '13, is 
president and treasurer of Tex- 
tile Shares Corporation in New 
York City, New York. 
A. W. Haskell, class of "18, is 
Refinery Superintendent with 
Best Foods Company of Western 
Springs,   California. 
G. D. Haynesworth, class of '18, 
is with the Naval Research Labo- 
ratory of the Navy Department 
in Washington, D. C. 
By BILL BERRY 
What is your opinion on Henry' 
Wallace's decision to run on a 
third party ticket? 
M. G. Beach, Ch. 2 Walterboro: 
I am no politician. 
A. D. Stalvey, Pre Med 2 
Georgetown: I don't like it and 
I think he is crazy. 
R. T. Moore, VAE 2 Piedmont: 
I don't think it will work, be- 
cause he won't have enough fol- 
lowers. 
Cuff Cofer, Ag En 2 Charlotte, 
N. C.   Don't ask me. 
Frank Hammond, TE 4 Green- 
ville: I would, say that he has 
about as much chance as that 
proverbial snowball. 
A. B. Carwile, Ag Eng 4 Abbe- 
ville: I think he will get about as 
much support as Talmadge would 
get in New York. 
Fred Norris Ag Eng 4 Eutaw- 
ville: The situation is like a boy 
and girl on a date; no third party 
is needed. 
J.  E.  Bell,  ME  3  Orangeburg: 
This situation can be summed up • 
in four words—three is a crowd. 
"Rusty" Donkle, TM 3 Green- 
ville: I think he will get about 
as much support as an old worn 
out athletic supporter. 
David Goldsmith, Pre Med 3 
Greenville: History 102 under 
Tuttle says that a third party can- 
didate never wins. 
Brigadiers Announce 
Plans For Next Spring 
According to Bob Mace, the 
Brigadiers had a very successful 
season before and after the Christ- 
mas holidays and will now take a 
rest for the remainder of the year. 
This is the first year the Briga- 
diers have made a Christmas tour- 
it was stated and the results were 
very good. 
The plans of the group now is 
to have five saxes, five brass, 
three rythm, and two vocalists. 
Carl Shadwell will be the male 
vocalist, but as yet the female 
singer has not been announced. 
Leader Mace said that the band 
may make a tour during the 
spring holidays, but they have not 
yet completed plans. 
NO EXCUSES 
I like a man who will sometimes 
admit "I don't know." But in 
defense of intellectual humility do 
not cite the Japs or the Hitlerites 
or the careless drivers who claim: 
"I didn't know it was loaded." 
There are some things that it is 
our business to. know—and no 
excuses go. 
TRIUMVIRATE 
Love of the truth is the key to 
the character of the scientist and 
honest researcher. Skill in pre- 
senting the truth is the strength 
of the copy writer. Ability to 
weigh the facts, marketwise, 
makes the media man important. 
But for all three, facts come first. 
TIGER'S DEN 
"Specializing in Hot Dogs 
and Hamburgers" 
"On the Corner" 
RADIO SERVICE 
All Makes and Models 
G. B. GURLEY RADIO SERVICE 
132 W. Benson St.        Phone 542        Anderson, S. C. 
When You're in Greenville 
STOP AND SHOP AT 
aifred h„ new 
FURNISHINGS FOR MEN 
7 West Washington Street 
JAYSON SHIRTS AND SPORTSWEAR 
Seigler's Steaks 
Attract Clemson 
Men To Wallialla 
A. McNEIL HOWARD 
Walk into the messhall a n y 
night that some of the less de- 
lectable dishes are being served, 
and notice the men who take one 
look at their plates, then turn 
around and walk out. Others get 
no farther than the door, catch a 
faiflt odor of the food within, and 
in silent agreement with the ones 
who ventured inside, they also 
retreat. 
How can these men study on an 
empty stomach? How can they 
stay up until the wee hours of 
morning engrossed in their studies 
without even this meager susten- 
ance? 
Well, the fact is they don't. That 
is, do without chow. Whether or 
not they study is a matter for 
speculation. 
Follow these men outside the 
mess hall and see them piling into 
cars and traveling south along 
the highway. Be a part of this 
mass migration as it moves 
through Seneca and on to Walhal- 
la. At the end of the journey 
you'll find what Clemson dreams 
of in the way of good eating. 
In this small town, there's a lit- 
tle tavern called Seigler's Steak 
House. Combining genial hospi- 
tality with good food, this estab- 
lishment drains more cash out o-f 
Tigertown pockets than the C.D.A. 
Forsaking all else, the student 
will cleave to his last dollar, the 
fare for "one small steak, well 
done." 
Though it has probably never 
been visited by Duncan Hines, 
Seigler's has attained no small 
reputation among Clemson men. 
Even alumni, on returning for a 
visit, ask ff those fine steaks can 
still be obtained in Walhalla. 
A large factor in this good 
standing is the amazing number 
of equally amazingly pretty wait- 
resses. Good-naturedly resisting 
any advances, they are nonethe- 
less one of the drawing cards. 
Wolves disregarding the facts 
that one or two are married and 
that no one else has had much 
luck with the others, consistently 
try to date Erline, Jackie, or Ra- 
chel. 
Nothing much needs to be said 
about the food. The steaks are of 
the tender variety that can be cut 
with a knife. The trimmings, 
French-fried potatoes, French- 
friend onions, and slaw, would 
serve as a meal by themselves. 
Seigler's even manages to make 
krits, or Carolina freefood to 
you, taste swell. 
In fact, I wish I were up there 
right now. 
By H. E. BRIGHT 
Evidently Clemson students 
have no monopoly on the prob- 
lem of cigarette-mooching. 
A columnist of the New York 
University Commerce Bulletin 
says, "I am going to slug the next 
student who walks over to me 
and asks, 'May I borrow a cig- 
arette?' 
"Student cigarette borrowers 
fall into four categories; they 
are—the good natured creep, the 
thrifty soul, the apologizer, and 
the shrewd character. 
"The good natured creep will 
wait until you offer him a cig- 
arette, at which time he will eag- 
erly * help himself. Then in a 
good natured way turn to the oth- 
ers assembled and holding out 
your pack of cigarettes ask, 'Does 
anyone care for a smoke?' 
"The thrifty soul will never 
refuse your kind offer of a smoke. 
He will, in fact, take two or three 
telling >ou he would like to save 
them for his next class. He will 
then produce an almost full pack 
from ,a hidden pocket and care- 
fully ^proceed to place your cig- 
arettes among his own. 
"The apologizer more than any 
of the others always gets my 
dander up. His insincere qualms 
will.continue day after day until 
vou tin almost recite with him all 
of his bromide-like apologies. 
"You don't dare ignore the 
shrewd character when he wants 
one of your cigarettes. He will 
wait until you Produce a pack 
from your pocket and then begin 
to stare at is as if it were a bar of 
gold from Fort Knox. If you 
fair to offer him one, he will be- 
gin to cough and wheeze until 
you are forced to recognize him 
and ask weakly: 'Oh, did you want 
a cigarette?' 
"If my congressman ever placed 
a law before the legislative bodies 
making the nonpayment of cig- 
arette debts a capital offense, he 
would have no difficulty in ob- 
taining my support." 
(C}emson students seem to have 
originality in thsi extracurricular 
activity than the students of NYU. 
Theije are many more different 
types of cigarette borrowers at 
Clemson than are listed by this 
columnist, but the type we would 
hate most for him to meet is the 
silent type. The silent type i^ 
the moocher of moochers; he does 
not wait until you offer him a 
smoke; he doesn't apologize for 
bumming a weed; and neither does 
he stare at you until you are al- 
most forced to give him the whole 
pack. 
The silent type walks up to 
you, feels around in your shirt 
pocket, your jacket pocket, or 
wherever you keep your fags 
(like THE SHADOW, he knows), 
gets your pack, helps himself, 
and walks off. 
News of ASymni 
Hodges, Of The Chemistry Department, 
Began His Teaching Career In 1933 
.y 
© VARSITY Magazine 
For Youna Men 
"So what if ihe didn't-show up lost night! You don't think I care, do you?" 
COLLEGE CAFE 
"SPECIALIZING IN 
HOME COOKED MEALS" 
Managed by: 
Archie- Cochran 
Mack McConnell 
STONE BROTHERS 
Civilian and Military Clothes 
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students 
108 N. MAIN ST. GREENVILLE, S. C. 
By J. I. HOWELL 
"Well, fellas, now for a short 
quiz." 
Ever hear that? Probably al- 
most everybody has, but Profes*- 
sor Baxter Hodges of the chemis- 
try department is best noted for 
this remark. 
Professor Hodges has always 
been close to Clemson, as evi- 
denced by the fact that he Was 
born in Starr, just down the road 
apiece. 
During World War I he en- 
listed in the navy before even 
graduating from high school, and_ 
i .on a gunboat in the At-' 
lactic- on convoy ana patrol duty. 
Receiving his discharge at eigh- 
teen (he enlisted at fifteen), he 
returned to high school, graduat- 
ed, and came to Clemson. 
He became interested in Chem- 
istry at Clemson, and after a few 
yejafs' absence duiSng his under- 
graduate years, -he graduated and 
immediately joihed the faculty in 
1933. He held the position" of 
graduate assistant professor for 
two years, then became a profes- 
sor, a position he now holds. He 
did graduate work at the'Univer- 
sity of North Carolina and at 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute un- 
til 1942. 
His hobbies are scientific gard- 
ening and the development of his 
lot, upon which he hopes event- 
ually to build a home. 
nembers of the club will assume 
'he responsibility of knocking on 
svery door in barracks a few 
minutes before each of the four 
meetings. 
In addition to Hardee, serving 
on the Attendance Committee are 
"Rusty" Donkle, Phil Prince, and 
Tommy Thornhill. 
MAIN ST. MOTORS 
SALES  and SERVICE 
LINCOLN and MERCURY 
BODY  and   PAINT  SHOP 
Custom Seat Covers 
Anderson, S. C. — Phone 2006 
J. Drake Watson, class of '39, 
has been appointed the new field 
representative for North Caro- 
lina and South Carolina, it has 
been announced by J. G. Brunt- 
son, Sales Manager of the Agri- 
cultural Chemicals Division of the 
Pensylvania Salt Manufacturing 
Company. 
After Mr. Watson's graduation 
he took graduate work at Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute. 
His new headquarters will be at 
Florence. 
Mr. and' Mrs. Thomas S. Mc- 
Connell,. Jr. announce the birth 
of a daughter, Mary Agnes, on 
December 26. 
Mr. McConnell is a graduate of 
Clemson in the class of '38. 
, The McConneil's also have two 
sons, Thomas III, eight, and Jon 
Darby, seven. 
Dr. Melvin B. Hoffman, class 
of '23, is a horticulturist at Cor- 
nell University, Ithica, New York. 
James O. 'Pepper, class of 23' 
is an entomologist at Penn State 
College, State College, Pennsyl- 
vania. 
Dr. R. W. Webb, class of '18, 
is a cotton technologist with the 
Cotton Branch PMA of the De- 
partment-of Agriculture in Wash- 
ington, D. C. 
C. P. Youmans, class of '13, is 
a practicing physician in Miami, 
Florida. 
A PERSON ALL WRAPPED 
UP IN HIMSELF.MAKES 
A HECK OF A LOOK1N' ' 
PACKAGE 
Block 'C To Support 
Religious Emphasis 
Plans for the active support of 
Religious Emphasis Week on the 
campus have been announced by 
the Block "C" Club through At- 
tendance Chairman Gilbert Har- 
dee. The group is now in the 
process of making definite plans 
to boost attendance of the stu- 
dents in the Chapel meetings 
during Religious Emphasis Week. 
Encouragement by Block "C" 
in attending the noon sessions is 
now a campus tradition; this year 
A package from the record de- 
partment of the CLEMSON HOME 
SERVICE is certain to please . . . 
whether you are a jivy youngster 
or a classics addict. Our records 
will fit any mood . . . and are 
priced to fit any budget. See our 
selection of appliances, too. 
CLEMSON HOME SERVICE 
PiwK*S6!2 Appliaww Div.v, EARLJLJf/ 
./cftsfiV- /SitbSv 
flFYOUY     ~c™-.r    _   r (IF YOU \ IHAVE I    CLEMSON, S.C.      INEEOJ 
SPORTING GOODS HOUSEWARE 
SULLIVAN HARDWARE (0. 
Anderson, S. C. 
South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys 
Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville 
HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY 
Greenville, S. C. 
New Shipment Crosby Square Shoes, 
SPORT SHIRTS 
Men's Robes        Tennis Equipment 
Also 
White Shirts with French Cuffs 
"PASS IT ON" 
Many times this took the form of a lick or some light punish- 
ment. 
As boys many of us have played a game called "pass it on." 
Clemson has given much to you and many students and 
graduates before you have benefited by training at Clemson 
College. You will have many opportunities to do something 
for boys and girls and for men and women in many walks of 
life. Much of this will be made .possible after graduation. 
Even so. you may pass the best on to, others. 
During the Christmas holidays many students from col- 
leges were called upon to give some statements concerning re- 
ligious activities and services of the churches and various or- 
ganizations such as the YMCA on their college campuses. Fre- 
quently we hear of many fine things concerning the statements 
made by Clemson students as well as statements made by stu- 
dents from many other colleges in this and in neighboring 
states. 
We are glad to have student groups for open house pro- 
grams at the Clemson Y. We hope that many of you who par- 
ticipate in these programs'will have opportunity to pass this on 
as you work, with young people in years to come. Many men 
in business are becoming more and more conscious of their re- 
sponsibility for the boys hnd young neopie.of the community. 
Many students who have been to conferences and conventions 
as representatives of Clemson College YMCA in later years 
have ccme back to Clemson with a group of boys they wish to 
render some serv'ce to. Many of tfiem have gone to*"'the 
mountains and to oo*irer°n"0?; and co:ivsnt:o'^^ with these boys 
and ip a very fine spirit have "passed on" to them something 
of the best they got from "Blue Ridge" or from some other con- 
ference in previous years. 
The Clemson College YMCA was biv.lt when we had 700 
students. We now have more than 3200 students, 500 of these 
students being married. The faculty has increased tremen- 
dously. We need a greatly enlarged plant and more than 1000 
students, graduates and others have contributed toward this 
enlargement. Many more wiil want to if vou or some other 
friends of Clemson College YMCA will speak to them or solicit 
some funds on our behalf. Many will want to "pass on" to 
succeeding generations better opportunities than you and I 
have had. We hope that a very large number will want to do 
this through the Clemson College YMCA. 
Boy Scouts, loaders of 4-H clubs. FFA groups, teachers 
in high school and grammar school, representatives from Sun- 
day school and church groups, are ail invited to visit the 
YMCA at Clemson. Many times we can have you as guests 
for a picture or can screen some news, education or travel 
reels for you, can provide club rooms where you can meet, and 
oftentimes can have a group as guests for a swim in the 'Y' 
pool which is heated in the winter months. The 'Y' cabin lo- 
cated on the Seneca River is available for groups to spend the 
night, have a picnic lunch or cook their meals. 
Plans for expansion include securing a camp site in the 
mountains. We hope this can be on the road to Highlands and 
far enough away so it will be decidedly cooler than it is at 
Clemson in the summer and near enough to be within an hour's 
drive of Clemson so many student groups, campus groups and 
groups sponsored by alumni and friends of Clemson will have 
a chance to use thece grounds and facilities. 
If the YMCA can be of any service to you or any group 
you represent, we will be glad for you to let us know. Any 
alumni and other friends who are interested in receiving the 
Clemson 'Y' News, programs or bits of material concerning the 
YMCA and its services, we will be glad to have you send us 
your name and address and we will put you on our mailing list. 
We would like to take this opportunity to express our 
thanks to the large number who have helped and who have 
shown such an interest in this work and ask that you cooperate 
with us in trying to get future students who come to Clemson 
to take an active interest in the church of their choice and also 
to participate in the YMCA program where we believe thay 
can get additional training and experience. 
The Conference at Blue Ridge is. to be held June 9-14. 
Plan now to attend this conference. Those interested see 
Jimmy Young, Giles Lewis, Wayne Ballentine, Jack Reese, 
Fred Norris or any member of the Y Cabinet or see Miss Ab- 
bott, Mrs. Jackson, Messrs. Haywood, Gray, Cooper or Holtzen- 
dorff at the 'Y'. 
WE STRIVE TO KEEP THE 
CADETS LOOKING SHARP        0 
CADET LAUNDRY 
Frank Dillard, Mgr. 
HERRON MOTOR COMPANY 
Seneca, S. C. 
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PARKING PLACES?? 
Students have been finding it even more difficult to find 
parking places in the past few weeks. This is due in part to 
■the increased number of "no parking" signs which have gone 
up on the campus. While these signs may have been erected 
for safety reasons, they have only served to make the parking 
situation more acute. 
Directly, across tbc street from the C and R offices a 
number of parking places have been reserved for that office 
only. II is very seldom that these spaces arc all filled and 
most of the time they are empty while students have to park 
at a great distance from the barracks. If all these changes 
are necessary, addiional action should lie taken to provide 
enough spaces for the student cars a I Clemson. 
It was suggested once thai permanent parking place;; be 
assigned to each, student. A plan such as this would help to 
avoid much confusion and complaining by the students. Un- 
til some permanent plan is worked out, some additional park, 
ing spaces should be-provided for student cars. 
A FA!R REGISTRATION 
Students will register for classes for the coming semes- 
ter in the order that the letter on their regislraion card is 
picked. As each sudent matriculates he will receive a caro1 
•with a letter on it. On January 27 a drawing will be held to 
determine the time the 'holder of each letter is to report to 
complee his matriculation and register for classes. 
This method was chosen to eliminate the long iine which 
formed so early in the morning at the beginning of the last 
semester. Also it is being done to let the student know just 
what time he should report back to school. In this manner 
no one will have o report early and then find out that he 
could have spent an extra day al home. 
Everyone can not be the first person in iine and it was 
decided that this would be the fairest way of assigning times 
to the student body. Anyone who matriculates after the 
drawing will also receive a card,' but he will draw it out of a 
box without seein" what letter he is setting. Everv effort 
is being made to make lh" system of registration as fair as 
possible. 
HIGH COST OF LIVING 
The Clemson Housing Office has announced that an in- 
crease in rent wll become effective on February 1. This 
actually is a one dollar increase in the electric bill for each 
:prefab that is not equipped with an electric meter. While 
this does not seem to be a large sum, when you take it out 
•of a mere ninety dollars a month, it looks pretty big.. 
It is increases of this kind, small ones, that add up and 
make ninety dollars fall far short of supporting two or more. 
The Congress has long had a bill before it to raise the pay 
for veterans attending school. Action on this bid is long 
past due as the cost of living lias long ago made the present 
scale of veterans pay inadequate. 
The Tiger realizes that the people of (he United Stales 
are living the veterans a gift of their education, it also ro. 
%nainsv"that unless enough money is given to allow the veteran] 
to live, the gift is worthless, as it can not be used. Are the 
men in Congress waiting for election time to get a litle closer 
before hey act on this matter? We hope not, because such 
. action can only lose th.em voles rather than gain some for 
them. 
Since the rising cost of living has not been stopped by 
any agency in the country the only alternative for the veteran 
is to ask the CogrcSs to raise his wage scale. 
PETS PRESENT PROBLEMS 
Many* of the people living in pre-fabs have dogs and 
other pets. These animals are no doubt cherished by their 
owners and are.considered by them to be very valuable. Any 
person who owns a pel of any kind should go lo some effort 
t oproperly care for this pel! The fact of the mailer is that 
many of !b.e pels around lire prefab areas are left lo shift for 
themselves. 
They are allowed lo run loose day and night. In some 
Instances they form inlo a pack and seeiii lo lake over the 
neighborhood. During the day, Ibis may not be loo serious, 
but al night the disturbance created by these animals is very 
annoying lo those who might be trying lo put a baby lo sleep 
(and quite a few residents do have children) and the do.< s 
make  il almost impossible: 
Some of the residents have staled that they will shoot 
[lie next dog who howls under their window.' The Tiger has 
information to the effect that shooting has already taken 
place; In the interest of all concerned, il would e best if Ihe 
owners of animals kept them close to homeT especially al 
night. 
It would be a shame if a valuable pet was killed. Still, 
we must lake the- feelings of our neighbors into consideration 
—a barking dog is very annoying late al night. To avoid any 
incidents, all pels should be kept at home and all shotguns 
should be unloaded. 
'■'I  uimi 
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During the war years student 
organizations, depleted of ex- 
perienced personnel, were either 
ineffective or below the stand-. 
ards which obtained before the 
war. 
Last'year a'hopeful revival of 
sincere and earnest purpose was 
observed in nearly, ail,of the or- 
ganizations and beneficial ef- 
fects advantageosu to college life 
were observed throughout the 
student body. "One may right- 
fully assume, that ail of tire stu- 
dent organizations, though they 
are many and varied, support 
worthy .ideals. When the or- 
ganizations are blessed with 
sound ; leadership they reflect 
credit that is measured by pro- 
gressive scholarship and they 
are appreciated by the admniis- 
tration and faculty. 
During the past year the    ad- 
ministration has been instru- 
mental in refurnishing and deco- 
rating the rooms belonging to 
the Blue Key, the Tiger Broth- 
erhood, Scabbard and Blade, 
C. D. A., and the Music Club, as 
well as the Barracks Chapel. 
The Senior Council has access to 
and use of the President's Office 
and even that room has been 
painted for the first time in 
many years. 
Plans  are being  perfected    to 
rework all student club rooms as 
finances   permit.    It   is   not     an 
easy   matter  to  find  money   for 
furnishing  the  rooms  but    every 
effort  is  being  made to  accomp- 
lish this end.    To keep the rooms 
neat   and   attractive   under     the 
hard  usage  they  receive  is  diffi- 
cult   but   necessary.     The   pride 
with which the rooms are main- 
tained and used is praiseworthy. 
sa   m 
. Student organiations develop 
fellowship, leadership, and comr 
panionship and .serve to broaden 
a student's education and to pro- 
mote citizenship values. Such or- 
ganizations can prove a beneficial 
force for the good of the student 
body and the higher goals of edu- 
cation at. Clemson.     ' 
Perhaps a greater percentage of 
students should be interested in 
these extracurricula activitie.3 for 
the benefits offered can he of 
tremendous value after a student 
leaves college and begins to seek 
a succssful livelihood. One can 
do well to think about these mat- 
ters while in college because the 
need today is for not only well 
educated men but for men with 
strong attributes of character and 
manliness to go along with the 
technical knowledge gained in the 
classroom. 
':' view of the miraculous re- 
sults of my  fir :" on  P.T., 
I've   pick                ■ .inations''     as 
my  opening  topic.    As  you    al- 
ready   know,   examinations   are 
ltd    to   fail   you   if   y o u 
haven't already done so. My Cal- 
culus   exam   last   year   consisted 
of one question.    "Write a book 
J calculus, giving work 
and   an   accompanying 
';ook. 
Some  profi 
in exams 
failed. 
rs   don't beiieve 
ail you anyhow. 
in   oral   exams, 
t. do   you   think 
By LENARD MAGRUDER 
been en the sheet'had the pro- 
fessor written them down. Be- 
ing an exam in psychology, this 
ability to mind-read was part of 
it. 
One professor supplies his 
students with disappearing ink, 
after the papers are handed in 
the   writing   di and   the 
professor  glee'' i s   " 
one zero. In grading, some 
teachers ihrow the papers up 
the stairs and grade according to 
their relative positions on fall- 
ing. Others shuffle the papers 
1 d   beginning 
oi na 
about 
ol  lite way this course has been 
conducted7"    I   foiled  that   also. 
But seriously, exams aren't so 
bad;    The   only   real   work    in- 
reviewing is having to 
    book   yourself   instea 
ng ii read to you. Talk 
inflation! Last year I 
bought an English exam for five 
dollars whereas this year it' is 
costing me eight. Really the 
Bine Key should investigate this 
added expense to !students. My 
roommate was fortunate, though, 
he bought seven M. S. finals at 
ed price of fifty dollars. 
i xams have gone down ■■. but some dsibelievers 
are still paying for them. Also 
going the rounds are booklets on 
"how 1o skin in six easy lessons" 
sure fire methods to pass." 
The last contains a very scienti- 
fic method of passing Flue False 
exams. If it rains that day, 
answer all with true, if it does 
anything else, with false. For 
multiple choice questions it ad- 
vocates using the average num- 
ber of fingers on your left hand. 
For essay type exams is suggests 
either looking on your neighbor's 
paper, asking the professor the 
answers (not guaranteed) or 
cramming like hell the night be- 
fore. 
One professor told me his se- 
cret of guaranteed-to-fail exams. 
It consisted of a blank sheet, the 
student being asked to answer 
the  questions   that  would    have 
with 59 grade 
down the pile in steps of five. 
Mcst quaint of 'all /is the method 
of sending all the papers indi- 
vidually to foreign lands and 
grading in proportion to the 
number of clays they take to get 
back.    Enough on exams. 
I have before me a letter in 
which the Administration in- 
forms me, much to my disap- 
pointment, that, in reference to 
my column of last issue, it has 
not been considering the ques-' 
tion of a Co-Ed Clemson and as 
far as it knows, never will. Well! 
I'll have, to change my, platform 
to a definite NO! to the ques- 
tion now being heatedly debated 
on the campus, "Should the Mil- 
itary at Clemson be Abolished?"- 
Think first of the criminals such 
as the Editor of The Tiger that 
would be allowed to roam the 
campus, ' endangering "nutzy- 
loving" people with their un- 
shined shoes instead of being 
"put away!" 
Think of the warped person- 
alities and sloppy characters 
that wotald not be straightened 
out through the corrective meas- 
ures of the "system." People 
wiio won't straighten their hats 
are potential assassins, but luck- 
ily the "system" weeds them out 
before disaster can fall. Would 
you hire a man who allowed dust 
to gather in his rifle? I wouldn't! 
And how much studying would 
wet get done if we weren't 
forced to yell HO! every 2 hours 
Talk of the Tow 
By CHARLIE STILL 
Thanks . . . from the Cadets 
Sighs of grateful relief have cen echoing 
over the campus all this week after the of. 
ficial announcement ending "outside rev- 
eille" reached the 1200 members of Clem- 
son's Cadet Corps. Increasingly cold 
weather was daily making "small.paradc. 
ground" PT a dreaded formation, especially 
with the steady approach of the "week of 
the midnight oil" (Exams, that is.) 
The administration deserves the genuine 
gratitude of the students'in its recognition 
of the highly unfavorable outside conditions 
for morning exercises. It is to be hoped 
that reveille formations will be field inside 
the barracks until warmer days arrive on our 
campus. 
The Movie vs. The Zoo 
Student conduct at the local movie audi- 
torium of the YMCA has sunk to an embar- 
rassing level during this school year. Cat- 
calls, catty remarks, and long, loud, horse 
laughs sometimes make the movie-goer 
think he has gotten into a zoo by mistake. 
The jests and conduct of our student body 
(yes, us) is quite inconsistent with our title 
of "Country Gentlemen." If we wish to 
hold that name as a true description of a 
Clemson man, then we •must act together to 
correct the unfortunate siuation ha has 
arisen. 
True, ::a little fun never hurt anybody;" 
but there's a limit to personal pleasure, es- 
pecially when it definitely interferes with 
someone else's enjoyment of the show. Many 
people are kcpl busy enough by studies and 
other work so that they cannot attend a 
movie very oflen. Then when they do go, 
their enjoyment is cut short by the guffaws 
of some self-styled humorist. 
Consideration for Ourselves 
II really may not turn on I to be so funny 
after all, in Ihe event some important visitor 
may have dropped in at the "Y" to relax for 
a few moments. The impressions made on 
visitors come in general from their obser- 
vation of the stdents. 
The reply might lie made, "Oh, visitors 
don't pay any attention to stdents; they're 
ampus 
interested in the building and equipment." 
There is truth in that, loo, but remember 
that everyone doesn't have, a sympathetic 
understanding of Clemson, its ideals, and its 
college life. These people go exactly by 
what they see. 
Consideration for Others 
Even if no visitors evertentered the YMCA 
auditoriums, we would lie required by the 
standards of decency to refrain from making 
some of the untimely comments that prevail 
during the picture. Married students with 
their wives and local community persons are 
embarrassed at the behavior exhibited by us, 
the Clemson students. 
Immediately up pops the answer: "Well, I 
can't do anything about it. I'm not respon- 
sible for what the other fellow does." May- 
be not, but if everyone would restrict his 
publicly cpressed enjoyment to a laugh in- 
stead of a roar, conditions would improve 
considerably. Let's try it and see if the pic. 
lure won't be more complete when the four 
lines after the "punch line" can be heard. 
.Soph Success On Library Hours 
Congratulations to an active Sophomore 
Class on their work for later closing hours 
for the College Library. The new "lights 
& out" hour of eleven o'clock allows veteran 
students an unbroken four-hour study pe- 
riod; cadets now have two and one.half 
hours after long roll for study purposes at 
the Library. 
The Main Pleading Room and adjoining 
sections may be used on all regular class- 
work days until seven. During examina- 
tion week, the Browsing Room will also re- 
main open until 11 P. M. However, this 
plan is to be followed temporarily on-condi- 
tion that the students respond favorably to 
the new offer. 
Open or Closed—Our Choice 
The Sophomore Class lias worked hard 
through their representatives to obtain these 
privileges. Opportunities for more' study 
at the College Lirary are now open. Clem. 
soii's response will determine whether the 
door stays open or closes^at ten o'clock. 
By Thomas A. Ceilings 
to insure our being here. Child- 
ren our age have no sense of re- 
ibility at all. You of the 
administration who are seriously 
considering this step,. I implore 
you. think twice before abolish- 
ing a step so detrimental to our 
future'. 
In spite of our frigid weather, 
love is definitely in the air. The ' 
barracks are rent nightly with 
mate-calls and discussions of 
the love-making, methods( cur- 
rently in use. Students of 
"Doc's" 203 are swearing by his 
"poetry attack" method, consist- 
ing of boring the victims into 
submission through endless 
quoted poetry. Think I'll learn 
me a poem or two and be a lover 
like Byron or Shelley or Pee- 
bles. 
Students of engineering claim 
much success as the fair one sub- 
mits unsuspectingly to viscosity 
tests, depth sounding and ten- 
sile strength experiments,Jin the 
interest of science. Architects 
are very enthusiastic over their 
'new-found system of insisting 
that their girl-friends sets their 
etchings. But I still prefer the 
Pre-Med boys' method of an 
anatomy chart in one hand and a 
curiosity to- see the correspond- 
ing parts in the other. 
To those of you graduating this 
semester, a little advice on how 
to earn money. Take Art Rob- 
erts. For playing . "Tiger Rag" 
ten minutes he makes ten dol- 
lars, or $0,000 a year. Not bad. 
Another source of easy money is 
poker. I made four dollars off 
the company staff last night. 
Or how about collecting for 
funds. I understand one cadet 
'collected $500 for the wife of the 
unknown soldier the other day. 
Of course if you are an engineer- 
ing graduate your future is 
made, filling stations are pros- 
pering nowadays. However you 
make your money or whether 
you make any, its been a pleas- 
ure knowing all of you and we 
certainly are going to miss you. 
Clemson really should adver- 
tise its winter sports as an add- 
ed attraction. Your Chatterer 
hears that a group of Clemson 
enthusiasts went to Highlands 
on Saturday to enjoy the ice 
skating. With Highlands prac- 
tically in Clemson's back yard, 
and with the snow, what more 
is needed? 
Congratulations to Mr. and 
Mrs. Eskew, of the Agricultural 
Experiment Station, .on the new 
son. Congrats also to Vet. and 
Mrs. Cato on the new arrival at 
their home. 
Dr. Ligon and Mr. Hasty, of 
the Bureau of Chemistry, Soils, 
and Engineering spent some 
time on the campus recently. 
The members of the Ameri- 
can Association of University 
Women seem to be very busy 
these days. The Creative Arts 
Group, of the A.A.U.W. had a 
meeting on Wednesday afternoon 
at which Mrs. H. J. Sefick and 
Mrs.'w. C. Nettles demonstrated 
textile printing. 
On Friday Mrs. Dan Thomson, 
Mrs. J. T. Bregger, and Miss 
Hazel CoUings represented the 
A.A.U.W. in Columbia at the 
meeting of the S. C. Women's 
Council for the Common Good. 
This Council is composed of 
twenty S. C. women's organiza- 
tions. Representatives from 
these organizations, and repre- 
sentatives from various men's 
organizations, met with repre- 
sentatives of the Legislature to 
discuss pending legislation. 
Thursday, January 22, the 
A.A.U.W. is sponsoring a lecture 
by Miss Deborah Mauldin, Chief, 
Division of Child Welfare, State 
Department of Public Welfare, 
on "Child Welfare in South Car- 
olina." 
Wednesday night the Kappa 
Alpha Sigma went to Walhalla 
for a steak supper in honor of 
the February graduates in 
Agronomy. 
Mrs. F. II. H. Calhoun and 
Mrs. F. T. Dargan went to Co- 
lumbia on Thursday to attend a 
meeting of the Executive Board 
of Tarnassee School. 
Your Chatterer hears that the 
Ag. Economics boys went to 
Gainesville to see the chicks 
(feathered ones) recently. It was 
some sort of poultry marketing 
expedition. So far your Chat- 
terer hasn't learned whether or 
not the convention etended to 
Brenau. 
The Graduate School is on the 
up and up. Agronomy has an 
application for admittance of a 
student to work for the PhD de- 
gree. 
Students expecting to grad- 
uate in February are geetting 
lines on future activities. F. A. 
Yarborough, Agronomy senior, 
will be with Swift Fertilizer 
Company, at Wilmington, N. C. 
Jim Glenn has his arrangements 
all made to take graduate work 
in structural engineering at the 
University of Kentucky. 
Mr. Paul Zeigler, representing 
Armour Fertilizer Company, was 
on the campus' Tuesday inter-, 
viewing Agronomy seniors for 
positions with that company. 
The D. A. R. met at the home 
of Mrs. H. H. Willis on Mon- 
day with Mrs. B. B. Burley as 
assistant hostess. Rev. Van M. 
Arnold spoke; 
A new interest is being provid- 
ed at Clemson these days by 
Mr. McFall, of the Zoology De- 
partment. Whenever not teach- 
ing classes he is busy preparing 
two deer heads for mounting. 
The Women's Clug held its 
regular meeting in the Y.M.C.A. 
However, instead of a lecture or 
musical program, a clever skit 
was put on by Mrs. Trivley, 
Mrs. Tingley, Mrs. Maurice Cox, 
Mrs. Gilbert Miller, and Mrs. 
Carl McHugh under the direc- 
tion of Mrs: Shirrher. 
Mrs. R. E. Dilfield, graduate 
of Furman University in the 
Department of Socoilogy, has 
accepted a position in the De- 
partment of Agricultural Eco- 
nomics and Rural Sociology at 
Clemson. 
She is the wife of Bob Dil- 
field, a veteran student sopho- 
more majoring in architectural 
engineering. 
Professor L. M. Bauknight, Ju- 
nior, is passing out cigars this 
week. The reason: an 8 pound 
baby boy. Looks like another 
Agricultural Economist in the 
making. 
-*/- 'ptem Ot&eti @otle^e "^<zf& -:- 
CORN FROM THE 
KENTUCKY KERNEL 
"I've a friend I'd like you to 
meet." 
Athletic girl: "What can he 
do?" 
Chorus girl: 'iHow much has 
he?" 
Literary gii-1: "What does he 
read?" 
Religious girl: "What church 
does he belong to?" 
Society girl: "Who is his 
family?" 
College girl:    "Where is he?" 
just returned from junior col- 
lege. Asked her father, "Well, 
Jane, my dear, you look in per- 
fect health. How much do you 
weigh?" 
"Ninety-seven, stripped for 
gym," retorted the coy youth. 
"I knew it would happen 
sometime . . '." boomed the old 
man. "But who in the hell is 
Jim?"—Fla. Alligator. 
Why Jim Nasium of course. 
another.—Indian  Newberry. 
Frightened young girl: "Do 
you mean I'm going to be held 
here for ransom?" 
Kidnapper: "I should say not! 
Let Ransom get his own wo- 
man."—Buffalo Bee. 
COLLEGE CAPERS .. . 
Dean (to Co-ed): "Are you 
writing to a man?" 
Co-ed: "It's a former room- 
mate of mine." 
Dean: "Answer my question!" 
—"Gamecock." 
Please! Say something. 
The pretty young thing    had 
It seems Richard Kaszner was 
asleep in his room one day and 
his roommate walked in and 
woke him. 
"Dinner's ready," he said. 
Kaszner opened one sleepy eye 
and said, "What are you talking 
about?    I just ate, didn't I?" 
"Sure, Dick," his roommate 
said, "but that was breakfast. 
This time it's dinner." 
Kaszner arose wearily and 
said,   "If   it   isn't  one. thing   it's 
"Patrolman Thompson call- 
ing," came a voice from the 
front porch, accompanied by a 
loud knocking on the door of 
one of the Furman apart- 
ments. 
"What do you want?" de- 
manded a strident voice fron 
within. 
"It's your husband," hollered 
Thompson. "A big steamroller 
ust ran  over him." 
"Well, don't ust stand there 
tayking," commanded the wife. 
"Slide him under the door!"— 
Hornet. 
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-:-    POETS9 CORNER   -■■- 
By LEN REYNOLDS 
This colmn contains the last of cur contriuted material and the 
lost of my work. If there are any more poems hidden away, send 
them in; otherwise we will have to discontinue our efforts. Thanks to 
those who have Contributed. 
—Moisson 
Helene's Stand 
Ilelene on wild Olympus' stands, 
Red Tartar, threat'ning, held at bay. 
"Be mine," says he; "I'll fill your hands 
VV;th food and gold, your death to stay." 
'»Be off," says she; 'My people die, 
Bui fear not death or pain. I 
The Greeks hold Freedom's banner high; 
Hold Communism in disdain." 
His wrath, a terror to behold, 
: Reveals itself in lustful eyes, 
"Be mine." says he; "My cause enfolds; 
Refuse me, and your Nation dies!" 
"Thy cause, Oh Tartar, reeks of Hell!" 
Fair Helene then speaks words of hope: 
"Co'umbia's  men in Freedom dweil: 
In serfdoms darkness never grope." 
"'
rhv Cause shall die; not theirs!" says she, 
"Tim love of Freedom lingers long. 
Be off!" For words sneak prophecy— 
"Columbia's heart is young and strong!" 
"He offers aid; my land is blest. 
His help will save my folk \from thee!" 
Her words bring fear to Tartar's breast. 
His courage lost, he turns to flee. 
George M.  Moisson,  Jr. 
June 1947 
OCTOBER MOON 
Pale October moon in yon cloudy sky, 
White-faced wanderer of the night, 
Lantern of the creatures that awaken when the day is gone . . . 
Guardian an a friend of the traveler, 
Wondrous, spell-binding moon of lovers, 
You see, I know that winter gomes, 
And that the rich color of this golden month 
Shall soon be stark, unadorned, bare and naked, 
Until Winter spreads his feathery coat of down 
From milky skies to cover the naked earth . . . 
Pale moon, good comrade of the night creatures, 
, Casting a  spell where'er you  shine, 
Bid farewell to thy golden month, Diana . . . 
And be not lonely, O wandered! 
Keep company with me 
Thou long-weary, footsore traveler. 
Upon thy sad face comes a youthful smile 
As the new moon, young and lusty, 
Rises o'er the dark terrain. 
Cold moon, they say . . . 
You possess no heat 'tis true; 
Orb of reflected light, 
You return what is given unto you, 
And the warmth must come from within . . . 
Smile sadly no more. O friend of faraway, 
For comrades here on your mother, Earth^ 
Our mother, too, 
Would live less happily by far 
Without your benign, though pale and wintry, light! 
BETWEEN 
THE 
BOOK-ENDS 
By Dave Spiner 
THE  DISENCHANTED 
The   Squirrel   Cage—Edwin   Gil- 
bert—-Doubleday. 
This book is a child of revenge. 
It is of a moderately successful 
playwright who, after succumb- 
ing to the lure of Hollywood, 
finds himself unsuited to such a 
lewd and lascivious life. In short 
he is disenchanted. After a brief 
sojourn in that den of iniquity. 
our hero beats a hasty retreat to 
the shelter and. sanctity of New 
York. 
THREE OF A KIND 
Hill of the Hawk—Scott O'Dell— 
Bobbs-Merrill 
Instead of the usual one, Hil1 
of the'Hawk has three beautifu' 
heroines. The hero is an ad- 
venturer and a soldier. The set- 
ting is in California during the 
preliminaries of the Mexican war. 
The hero falls passionately in love 
with an untamed Spanish beauty. 
is jilted by another love, and end; 
up with a third seductress in his 
arms. Any amateur could pre- 
dict after the first chapter the 
taming and subsequent winning 
of the Senorita. 
Rita Hayworth who is current- 
ly  starring  in  "Down  to  Earth." 
SESraBKT-3 
CAROLINA STAGES 
Operated by eld CIcmscn man 
Harrish Turner 
• 
Schedules Leaving Clemson For: 
1. Anderson 
A.M. 7:40, 11:04 
P.M. 1:24,    7:15 
2. Greenwood and Columbia 
A.M. 7:40, 11:04 
P.M. 1:24,   3:55 
3. Newberry 
P.M. 3:55 
4. Union, Rock Hill, Charlotte 
A.M. 11:04 
P.M.    1:24 
Greenwood 
A.M.    7:40, 11:04 
P.M.    1:24,    3:55, 7:15 
Charter Trips Contact the Home Office, Spartanburg, 
S. C. or Branch Office, Anderson, S. C. 
For additional information, fares and schedules, con. 
tact local agent. 
WE HAUL EXPRESS 
-»—OSCAR SAYS- 
if Doug "Sap" Edwards has lived 
up to all of the "Booby King" 
press notices he really must be a 
campus stinker instead of Brice 
Lytle. 
OSCAR SAYS  
Jack Emerson had better keep 
his Converse activities out of 
Queens College or have you 
changed your course? 
 OSCAR SAYS 1  
Oscar casts one large approving 
vote  for    "Chuck"     "The  Body" 
Chalker  for   "Booby   King."     He 
really has worked hard to get it. 
— OSCAR SAYS  
"Bluffer" Bailey is the hard 
worker. "Preacher" Moore has 
got him under his thumb. Hasn't 
he? Well don't let me stop you. 
Scrub  on. 
OSCAR SAYS • 
it is too bad Greenwood doesn't 
protect livestock because with 
Jack Zeigler behind the wheel 
everyone should travel with cau- 
tion. 
OSCAR SAYS  
Doug "Horseface" Edwards has 
been suffering from a swelled 
head since Christmas when a 
certain juvenile handed him a 
swell snow job. 
OSCAR SAYS  
the movies must have been 
quite a let down for Sistrunk for 
his mind certainly must have held 
better ideas. 
OSCAR SAYS—:  
"Lousy" Landrith has been on 
detached service this week with 
the fumigation department, "Doll" 
Kirven is still chrising his one and 
only, and "Keys" Cheatam has 
been rather reserved this week. 
OSCAR SAYS  
there   are   two   good   qualities 
in Harriet—she pays no attention 
o  Oscar   and  even  less  to  John 
Moorer!    Mind The  Citadel. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
what will "Jeff" Carwiie do 
without his body guard, "Mutt" 
Norris in February? 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
"Passion" Thornton and "Pin- 
Up" Richbourg (not Johnny 
House) seem to be getting the 
shaft at Mary Washington. Need 
an elevator? 
 OSCAR SAYS  
"Chowderhead" Lytle needn't 
use . that cheap psychology on 
those pooh keydets trying NOT to 
get BOOBY votes. You know BE 
. . . the announcement. 
OSCAR GAYS  
'  "I'm Graduating" Dibble is go- 
ing to N. C.  State to further his 
-education—brief at that .  .  .  you 
I need   it   and   too   Clemson   won't 
jsponsor you. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
ybe  the  Senior  Council  can 
accomplish   its   purpose   next   se? 
er   without   .   .   .   "Buzzard" 
i Boravd or "Scardy Cat." 
nsCAR SAYS  
ithe" Reece and "Pop" Fate 
dear   old   Clemson   in   an- ! 
ition.    But that's not the half ' 
—the student body is glad to 
of heir wise decisions. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
!a»t's-paw"    T.    E.    Thornhill 
should procure  a few more  keys 
j before  he   goes   wild   on   the   big 
; .-. (sweet as they may be) 
•**£ OSCAR SAYS  
Woodfin and Sol are really 
hanging around next semester. 
Big. Rivals . . . one must fall. 
OSCAR, SAYS  
"Enemashein" is like a kid too 
: young to kick and too old to 
;
 ignore.    Fight  team  fight. 
OSCAR  PAYS  
Zike Hiott and "Sad Eye" Cobb 
: aren't  particular  about  the  com- 
| pany  they  keep  nor  the  way  in 
! which they keep it.    In the eighth 
barracks at any rate. 
OSCAR SAYS  
"Quillie' (Oscar) Hand must 
remember that friendship goes .a 
long way but borrowing cars can 
cut this buddy stuff down to a 
trickle. 
Movies . . 
By Dave  Spiner 
January 22-23 
"Daisy Kenyon," Joan Crawford 
comes  back,  this  time  with  dar- 
ing Dana Andrews,  to  score  an- 
other  success. 
January 23 
"Harmony Land," a good musi- 
cal with an excellent cast. 
January 24 
"Trouble  With   Women" 
"Beat The Band" 
January 26 
"Copacabana,' the South Amer- 
ican siren, Carmen Miranda, and 
funny-man Groucho Marx star in 
a very entertaining musical about 
the famous night club. 
January 26-27 - 
"Killer McCoy," Mickey Rooney 
makes his debut- as a "killer," and 
is he tough. 
January 27 
"Blondie In The Dough." Penny 
Singleton and Arthur Lake strike 
it rich in this side-splitting 
comedy. 
Deborah Mauldin Will 
Discuss Child Welfare 
Miss Deborah Mauldin, chief of 
the State Division of child wel- 
fare in Columbia, will lead a dis- 
cussion on child welfare in South 
Carolina, Thursday evening, Jan. 
22 at 8:30 in the browsing room 
of the Clemson College Library. 
This is the second in a series of 
talks sponsored by the American 
Association of University Women 
at Clemson. 
Miss Mauldin, a native of Pick- 
ens County, is a graduate of Fur- 
man University, and the New- 
York School of Social Work, 
where she received her master's 
degree. She has served as direc- 
tor of Pickens County Depart- 
ment of Public Welfare, and as 
Child Welfare Field Consultant 
for seven counties. 
Agricultural Cfss§*s 
Visit Gainesville, Ga. 
Professors Ferrier, Husmann 
and Bauknieht conducted. then 
Agriculture Economics classes or 
a tour of the poultry marketing 
centers of nearby Gainesville, 
Georgia, last week. 
They studied the business from 
chick to broiler. 
Their visit included an inspec- 
tion of the modern dressing plantr 
and also included a study of the 
various feed and chick dealers' 
businesses. 
Li 
BUT A   jjALLMARK   VALENTINE WILL 
A distinctive Hallmark Valentine Card will tell her you 
cared enough to send the very best. Remember, 
Valentine's Day—Saturday, February 14. 
JOHN B. LEE 
"PHOTOGRAPHY and RECORDS" 
120 East Whitner Street 
Anderson, S. C. Phone 1063 
The Veteran's 
The Compleai 
Undergraduate 
by QL E. Schoeffler\ 
men's apparel editor, Esauire Magazine 
'The military collar, set 
high and folding snugly at 
the neck, the roomy sleeves 
with seams extending clear up 
to the collar, slash pockets 
and flowing lines lend dash 
to young men who prefer the 
casual,well-groomed look. For 
some, the raglan is a dual- 
purpose rain-topcoat in water- 
repellent tan gabardine, easily 
recognized as a twill weave, 
worsted fabric. But it looks 
equally well in covert cloth, a 
smooth finish, closely woven, 
diagonal weave woolen. It's a 
deft fit in gray herringbone 
or diagonal weave tweed. And, 
of course, it is a' perennial 
favorite in natural tan cameFs 
hair. 
As always, astute undergraduates are accepting certain 
ideas in clothes and accessories and emphatically rejecting 
others. For example, take hats: the khaki-colored felt hat 
is obviously favored by college men. The hat band is the 
same color- as the body of the hat but in a darker shade. 
The brim, finished with a stitched-on felt binding, is about 
a half-inch in width and ih a 
much lighter tone of the hat's 
basic color. An unfailing 
fashion note on every campus 
is the diamond shaped crease 
and pinched crowa. It tops 
off an outfit astonishingly 
well and is observed at every 
football game of any impor- 
tance. And as a tip to the 
budget-wise, its neutral tone 
is good company with various 
colors in odd jackets, suits 
and topcoats. Always a re- 
quirement for good grooming, hats are becoming more and 
more noticeable on the campus; particularly with near- 
graduates readying to cross lances in business and profes- 
sional careers. A positive asset, at that. 
Pigskin gloves are another item the compleat under- 
graduate is wearing. A fashion favorite in the cork shade, 
they are winners for extra 
warmth. Naturally they go 
well with the heftiness char- 
acteristic of the wing tip shoes 
widely accepted in brown 
grain and smooth leathers. 
The wing tip shoe has a hand- 
some, sturdy look emphasized 
by thick leather soles. With 
rubber available, one also 
,sees wing tips with plain rub- 
ber soles, molded traction 
bottoms, or crepe rubber soles. 
It's apparent, then, that the university man's fall ward- 
robe is colorful yet conservative; practical yet interesting. 
And certainly seen to no better advantage than on every 
campus and in the nation's stadia: where North meets 
South and East meets West; and where the hocus-pocus of 
the.gridiron gladiators is King from coast to coast. 
When is the deadline for ap- 
plying for amputee automobiles? 
May a veteran receive subsistence, 
and disability compensation at the 
same time? 
Contact   representatives   of   the 
Veterans Administration are call- 
j ed  upon   to   answer  hundreds   of 
( questions  like  these  every  week. 
Here are tha answers to some of 
] th more commonly asked queries: 
Q. I am.a World War I veteran 
' and would like to know if I  am 
I eligible for medical care and hos- 
! pitalization   in   a   Veterans   Ad- 
:
 ministration hospital? 
A.  You  are  eligible  for hospi- 
; '"alization in a VA hospital if you 
j have a service-connected disabil- 
ity. v    If   your   disability   is   non- 
j service-connected, you must state 
under   oath   that   you   are   finan- 
cially  ^nable  to  pay  for  private 
, treatment.    Then  you  must  wait 
I until a bed is available in a VA 
hospital. 
Q. What veterans have prefer- 
', er.ee to Veterans Administration 
, hospital  beds? 
A. Veterans suffering from 
I service-connected disabilities and 
i those requiring emergency treat- 
; rrient are given prefrence for hos- 
pital bds. 
Q. Am I eligible to benefits 
under Public Law 16 if I was 
discharged for a service-connect- 
ed disability before I had servpd 
90 days in the armed forces? 
A. Yes. For purposes of Pub- 
lic Law 16, service of 90 days in 
the armed forces is not required. 
Q. Can you tell me what the 
deadline is for a disabled ve$e-' 
ran to apply for one of the 
specially    equipped    automobiles? 
A. the last date on which ap- 
plications can be approved is June 
30,   1948. 
Q.    May    a    veteran   receiving 
disability   compensation,    receive 
at the same  time  subsistence  al- 
j lowance   under  Public  Law  346? 
A. Yes. 
BUSINESS  MACHINES 
OFFICE SUPPLIES 
STUDENT SUPPLIES 
Oconee Office 
Supply 
Sales and  Service 
Phone 472 — Box 509 
(Call us collect) 
Seneca,  S.  C. 
^DlfpRD'S CiEAHt| 
Ckmssn, S. C. 
lUilU i,. tks-f&/*y 
"Would you wrap the Dentyne Chewing Gum 
as a gift, please?" 
"That dame drives me nuts! 'Wrap it as a gift,' 
she says! As if anybody wanted to bother with 
fancy gift wrappings to get at that delicious, clean 
tasting Dentyne Chewing Gum with the rich, long 
lasting flavor. Dentyne is a gift at any price be- 
cause it helps keep teeth white." 
Dentyne Gum — Made Only By Adams 
. 
FEBRUARY \k 
SELECT YOUR VALENTINES NOW    COMPLETE Li WE CF VALENTINE CARDS 
AND FOLDERS 
MINE CAHD 
Heart Shaped Boxes 
WHITMAN'S, H0RR13, NUNMLLY'5, 
P. S. McCoilum, Owner 
'The Official College Book and Suppy Store" 
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Keep Up On 
Intramural Cage 
Happenings In 
The Tiger 
i€f$ T apacity Cr@wd 
Left: Salisbury, Bengal heavyJK'-eight, hit Walden of Georgia with 
Hard wauops 10 win in that division tor the Tigers. On two occa- 
sions the Bulldog was knocked , from the ring by the powerful 
licks of the Summerville fighter. Center: John Poulous sinks 2 
points during an intramural cage affair Monday night. Pouios 
led the scoring with 18 points for the 7th Barracks quintet. 
John Lindsey pounds lefts and rights to his opponent's head during their bout Saturday itfght when 
the Tiger battler scored a decision over the Georgia fighter. Lindsey, "the mighty mite," displayed 
the same form that made him a standout in the ring last season, when Coach Bob Jones' Clemsori 
boxers placed second to Maryland in the Southern Conference boxing tourney at Collesre Park, 3VTd. 
J o e£ 
Named 
Finals in the Block C intra- 
mural boxing show were run off 
last Thursday night in the College 
field house, before a large and 
enthusiastic crowd. The original 
elimination was begun on Decerri*. 
ber 17, and with those.bouts, the 
number of boxers was narrowed 
to 16. 
Joe Hard wick of Rock Hill who 
won a decision over Bobby Pon- 
der of Williston was awarded the 
outstanding boxer trophey in the 
Clemson intra-nYural jprogr>r£. Ail 
of the winners were ,awarded 
golden gloxes. 
Winners in the final were:. 
. Flyweight' — Jim' Haw kins', 
Greenville,■• won aver J3.^vicV.Hope},. 
Greenville ' when the fight was 
stopped in the ..first round because^ 
of injury to Hawkins. 
Batamweight — Doff Smith of 
Marietta, Georgia, won over Ice- 
land Ware, Greenville, -TKO' first 
round. 
Lightweight — Reed Barker, 
Allendale, decisioned Wallace Des- 
Champs, Bishopville.,     •        ,, 
Welterweight — Joe Hardwick, 
Rock Hill, decisioned Bobby Pon- 
der, Williston. 
. S enior "welterweight — Hank 
Chambers, Beaufort TKO'd Ted 
Sasser, Brunswick, Georgia in 
second round. 
Middleweight — Oscar Thomp- 
son, Columbia, TKO'd Jobo Folk, 
Denmark in second round. 
Light heavyweight—Allen Cor- 
ley,.'Green\vood, decisioned James 
Covihgton, Charlotte. 
Heavyweight   —  Joe   Garni 
Mayesville, TKO'd Ralph W 
Fairiorest in seco 
r.dwick' Is 
Deacons Trip Tigers 
Wake ■Forest-1 handed Clemson 
their! -seconcl basketball loss of the 
weeksrer.d<'ia_$4 Saturday .night on 
the Deacons home court by a score 
of 68-48. The Tigers held their 
own a greater part of the first 
half,* ,and the home, club had only 
a five point lead oil their visitors 
:at;oint£rmls£ioW /However, the 
Demon Deacons roared back in 
the Vsfeednd '> canto and : racked up 
thirty-eight points, while the 
Tigers were content"with twenty- 
three,. ■. .,,. 
Frank Gillespie, "three-letter- 
man'Tiger j came to . life >in this 
game, and dropped in two field 
goals, and 6 free throws before 
being fouled put.. Leonard Rid- 
dle collected a total of eight be- 
fore via the foul route. .W. A. 
Hblshouser also dropped . in, eight 
•points ' for - the Tigers. 
. The  lineups: f;.<„ 
Clemson  (48)     Wake Forest  (68). 
Jordon  2 ■ ■      Gentry  1<3 
Keelin 6 O'Quinn  5 
Holshouser 8 Walters 14 
Riddle   8    ' Mueller   9 
Gillespie 10 Patton 5 
Half time score: Wake Forest 
30, 'Clemson 25. 
Clemson subs: ~ Bell "4,! Sandfel, 
:Townsend 3; Neel 1 and Calvert 
'6. Wake Forest subs: Najeway. 7, 
Kaylor 8, Bennett, Holmes 1, Sch- 
.loesser 333; Kersh, CauJfield 3 and 
Geary. 
Bisspr RepIaces'---0rr In: Lightweight (lass 
Arthur Bunger, sophomore 
mechanical engineering stu- 
dent of Savannah, Georgia, 
has been named by Boxing 
Coach Bob Jones as the likely 
replacement on the Tiger ring 
team in the lightweight divi- 
sion for Jerry Orr who broke 
flis hand in a bout against the 
University    of   Oorgia    last 
Saturday night. 
The new boxer weighs in at 
135 pounds, and has had ex- 
perience in boxing while in 
the Navy. During his three 
years in the service, he was 
on the Navy team at Pensa- 
cola, Florida, and also boxed 
while in Benedictine Military 
School. 
Oa Hardwood, 80-47 
Duke Blue Devils broke a four 
game-, losing streak last week by 
'downing the Clemson Tigers in a 
basketball game played in Dur- 
ham Friday night by a score of 
80-47. This was the Devils largest 
point total in one game of the 
season. 
The Tigers made a ball.,game 
out of the'first fifteen minutes, 
arid' Bad things all tied up at 23- 
all, but the Devils caught fire, 
and were in a commanding lead, 
36-29 at the half. Clemson was 
able to score only-3 .points the 
first thirteen minutes of ; the 
second half white:Duke had*.in- 
creased their;, lead to 55 points. 
Duke used reserves the last-seven, 
minutes of thfe game. 
Leonard Riifdle continued to' 
shove in the points for the. Tigers 
by gathering 5 field; goals and 
two charity shots for a total of 12 
markers. Harold Jordon was next 
in line with 11- Top.man of,,the 
night was Youmans of the Devils. 
His"t field goals, total 14 points, 
while, Hughes had 12, Martin 11, 
and Gordon. 10. 
,: The--box: ■ 
Clemson (47) 
Jordon, f „* • 
Bell, f '.. 
Keelin, f 
Saridel, f ..,:■ ':... 
Holshouser, c ... 
Townsend, c _'.'_ 
Gillespie, g .„ 
Calvert,  g —.  .:'. 
Riddle,  g _  
Neel, g -i- _  
Totals 
Duke   (80) 
Poplin,   f   — 
Youmans, f  
Ausbon,   f  ..'.  
Armour,  f ....  _ 
Sapp, f -- 
Skibsted, f .„   - 
Collins, c . 
Lyons, c .. 
Wallingford, c ... 
Hughes, g   
Stark, g _  
Martin,  g ....  _ 
Gordon, g .... 
Scarborough, g .. 
York, g  
Godfrey, g .... _ 
Touts 3R    4    IS 80 
G FT PF TP 
4' 3 0 11 
1 2 1 4 
3 0 0 6 
0 0 0 0 
2 1 4 5 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 2 3 
0 '0 0 0 
5 2 1 12 
2 2 0 6 
18 11 8 47- 
G FT PF TP 
3 0 0 6 
7 0 0 14 
0 0 4 0 
1 0 0 2 
1 0 2 2 
1 2 1 4 
o 1 2 5 
3 1 2 7 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 12 
3 0 2 6 
5 1 2 11 
5 0 0 10 
2 0 0 4 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
By LEN REYNOLDS 
BENGAL MITTMEN COME THROUGH AS EXPECTED 
Holding true to expected form the Tiger fighters weath- 
ered the storm that crossed the Savannah and emerged from 
the ring on the long end of a 7-1 count. Conference kings 
Jerry Orr and Carl "Spook" Palkinen won their fights with, 
out loo 'much trouble as did all the Clemson ringmasters with 
the exception of light-weight -Rusty Donkle who lost a close 
decision to John Cobb of Georgia. One of the largest crowds 
ever to witness a Clemson boxing card was on hand to cheer 
the victorious Bengal battlers. 
The class fffotwork of Spook Pulkineu kept his oppo- 
nent's gloves away from their mark the majority of the time 
to enable the Charleston fighter to rack up an easy victory. 
Ariel Warrick scared a victory via the decision route as did 
Ed Maney in tli| 155 pound class. Ariel tosses leather in 
the middleweight division but it is expected that he will be 
moved down one bracket before the next bout. 
Jerry Orr, holder of the conference featherweight divi- 
sion title, pounded out a decision over Walraven, his oppo- 
nent from across the river. This is the first fight that, the 
Asheville lad has allowed to go all the way, winning qjl of 
his bouts-last season by the knockout or TKO route. Dijrin;> 
the latter part of the fight Saturday night, the little champion 
suffered a broken thumb which may cause him to be out for 
the rest of the season; however, there is an outside chance 
that Orr may be able to go'by the time the conference tour, 
ney rolls around. 
Big Tom Salisbury, Tiger heavyweight from Summer- 
ville, is sporting a bruised eye after his encounter with. Wal- 
den, Georgia's heaviest boxer, "but you should see the other 
guy." Big Tom poled the Bulldog with powerful licks and on 
two occasions had the other fellow knocked out of the ring. 
Dave Coakley, freshman featherweight from Washing, 
ton, I). C, came through in fine style to decision Lee to cap. 
lure his first start wearing the Clemson colors. John Lind- 
sey rapped out an easy decision over the Georgia bantam- 
weight, Floyd, to keep his slate clean for the season. 
This initial card got the Bengals off to a good start.   To. 
morrow night Coach Bob Jones takes his boxers down to 
Continued on Page S, Column ■'» 
Riddle Continues To 
e noer scorers 
Leonard Riddle, guard of Green- 
ville, continues to lead the Clem- 
son basketball team in the total 
of points scored. In ten games 
this year, he "has sank a total of 
40 field goals and 31 free throws 
for a total of 111 points or an 
average of 11.1 points per game. 
Not far behind is W. A. Hols- 
houser, lanky center of the Tigers, 
with 36 goals, 20 charity throws 
and a total of 92 markers. Wayne 
Keelin, freshman guard, has the 
same total of field goals as Riddle, • 
but has only collected 6 free 
throws, and is currently bringing 
up the number three spot with 
86 points. 
The team as a whole has scored 
185 baskets, and a total of 122 
free throws out of 218 attempts.. 
This gives them a total of 492 
■points, Opponents have dropped 
618 markers through the hoop, 
and the Tigers have been guilty 
of fouling a total of 143 times. 
Keelin has been caught 28 times, 
Riddle 26, and Frank Gillespie, 
who is fifth in scoring with 49 
points has committed a misdome- 
nor on 23 occasions. 
Harold Jordon, freshman of 
Brentwood, Missouri, has the dis- 
tinption of gathering the most 
points in one game—22—against 
Wofford. He and Keelin have 
scored the most field goals in one 
game—9. Jordon collected his 
against Wofford, and Keelin 
against Washington and Lee. Gil- 
lespie scored 6 free throws against 
Wake Forest. 
Players who have scored ten 
or more points are: Riddle 111, 
Holshouser 92, Keelin 86, Jordon 
66, Gillespie 49, Dwight Bell 35, 
Jack Neel 30, and Julius Town- 
send 10. 
N© Knockouts Seen 
In 8 Bouts Runoff 
Leads 
Eddie Stanky announced re- 
cently that he would hold a base- 
ball school for his fans free of 
charge, at his Mobile, Ala. home. 
Stanky played a sparkling second 
base for the Brooklyn Dodgers 
and was one of the hardest men 
in the National League to pitch 
too, aclaimed most of the leagues's 
pitchers. 
The University of Maryland's 
guard, Bill Wanish, tops this 
week's Southern Conference scor- 
ing parade with a total of 113 
points. His scoring this, week 
totaled 49 points in two games. 
Leonard Riddle of Clemson moved 
up to seventh place in the Con- 
ference standings. Riddle has 
been moving up steadily since 
the beginning of the season and 
now has a total of 81 points to 
his credit. A foul shot expert, 
Riddle has scored 21 of his points 
on free throws and the remain- 
ing sixty tallies were field goals. 
The second and third places 
were held down by Bill Cantwell, 
last week's leader, and Chester 
Giermak of George Washington 
and William and Mary, respec- 
tively. 
The ten leading loop scorers 
follow: 
Wanish,   Maryland 
Cantrell,   G.  W.  .. 
Giermak, W.  &■ M. 
Goldsmith, W. & I., 
Moffatt,   G.  W.  .... 
Cheek, Davidson .... 
Riddle, Clemson .... 
Brown, Maryland .... 
Pierson, W. & L. .... 
McNiff,   G.   W. 
FG FT TP 
- 46 21 113 
- 44 24 112 
.'_ 42 15 
-- 36 25 
-- 36 19 
-- 26 31 
— 30 21 
-- 27 27 
.... 36 7 
.... 29 19 
99 
97 
91 
83 
81 
8'l 
79 
77 
Clemson's ring Tigers opened 
their 1948 season last Saturday 
night by downing a contingent 
from the University of Georgia by 
a score of 7-1. All fights went 
the full distance, although • there 
were several knockdowns 
throughout the eight bouts. 
Southern Conference champs 
"Spook" Pulkinen and Jerry Orr 
both won their matches, and es- 
tablished the fact that they would 
be hard to beat again this year. 
However, a serious blow was an- 
nounced by Boxing Goach Bob 
Jones his past Monday in that 
Jerry Orr broke a finger in the 
second round of his fight Satur- 
day night and will be lost to the 
team for the rest of the season. 
There is a slight possibility that 
he will be recovered sufficiently 
in time to enter the Southern 
Conference boxing tournament 
around the first of Marcti. 
Some 4,000 fans turned out to 
see the Tigers take all but the 
light heavyweight fight. Jim 
Bellvue of Atlanta served as ref- 
eree and made all decisions. 
The results: 
Bantamweight — Johnny Lind.- 
say (C) decisioned loyd. 
Featherweight — Dave Coakley 
(C) .decisioned Lee.       - 
Lightweight — Jerry - Orr (C) 
decisioned Walraven. i 
Welterweight .— "Spook" Pul- 
kinen   (C)   decisioned Justice. 
Senior welterweight—Ed Maney 
(C) decisioned Griffieth. 
Middleweight — Ariel Warrick 
(C) decisioned Re. 
Light heavyweight — Cobb (G) 
decisioned "Rusty" Donkle. 
Heavyweight — Tom Salisbury 
(C)  decisioned Walden. 
Pigskin Practice To Begin On February 9 
Head Coach Frank Howard 
has announced that spring 
football practice will begin at 
Clemson on February 9, and 
run for the following six 
weeks. 
The Clemson mentor is 
very pleased with the outlook 
of several new prospects that 
have indicated that they will 
enter Clemson the second se- 
mester enabling them to play 
football come September. 
Names of the new players 
have  not   been  released. 
I 
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Exams Interrupt Basketball And Boxing Schedules 
By BOB BRADLEY 
RULES OF THE NCAA "SANITY CODE" 
Several weeks ago, football coaches from all over Lhe 
country met in New York for the NCAA football meetings. 
Several important matters were taken up and approved at 
.. these meetings, but the most notable, most talked about, and 
probably the least known about, is the agreement known as 
Hie "Sanity Code". Through the aid of Coach Frank How. 
ard, we obtained the rules drawn up concerning this new 
amendment, and are printing them below in order that our 
'readers might get a more eomprehesive opinion of jlist what 
is meant by the term, "Sanity Code". 
The amendment is as follows: 
It is proposed that Article III be stricken out and the following 
•  article be substituted therefor— 
Principles For the Conduct of Intercollegiate Athletics 
Seelion 1.    Principle of Amateurism.    An amateur sportsman is 
one ({.'ho engages in spo'ls for the physical, mental or social benefits 
he derives therefrom, aha to whom the sport is an avocation.    Any col- 
.  lege athlete who takes or is promised pay in any form for participation 
ih athletics does not meet this definition of an amateur. 
Section 2.    Principle of Institutional Control and Responsibility. ■The control and responsibility for the conduct of both intercollegiate 
and intramural athletics chall, in the last analysis, be exercises by the 
institution itself. 
Section   3.    Principles  of  Sound  Academic   Standards.    Athletes 
;;   shall be admitted to the institution on the same basis as any other 
' students and shall be required to observe and maintain the same aca- 
demic   standards. 
Section 4.    Principles Governing Financial Aids to Athletes.    Fi- 
nancial aids in the form of scholarships, fellowships or otherwise, even 
" though originating from sources other than persons on whom the re- 
cipient may naturally or legally dependent for support, shall be per- 
mitted without loss of eligibility. 
(A) If approved and awarded on the basis of need by the 
regular agency established in the recipient's institution 
for granting of aids to all students, provided, however, 
that the aid thus awarded shall not eceed the amount 
of tuition for instruction and for stated incidental In- 
stitution fees, or 
(B) If approved and awarded on the basis of qualifications 
in which high scholarship on the part of the recipient 
is the major factor and such award is made by the regu- 
lar agency established by the awarding institution for 
the making of such awards, provided, however, that 
the existence of such scholarship, fellowship or other 
aid and its terms are announced in an official publi- 
cation of the institution. 
(C) If awarded on the basis of qualifications of which ath- 
letic    ability  is not one,  and the existence    of    such 
scholarship, fellowship or other aid and its terms are 
announced in an official publications of the institution. 
Any student receiving aid permissible under   (B)   or   (C)   shall, 
however, not be awarded aid under (A) except to the extent that the 
,   aid awarded him under (B) or (C), or both, falls short of*that permis- 
sible under (A). 
i In all cases the agency making the award of aid shall give the 
recipient a written statement of the amount, duration, conditions and 
terms thereof. 
The acceptance of financial aid not permitted by the provisions of 
this section shall render the recipient ineligible for intercollegiate 
athletic competition. 
(D) Any    scholarship or other aid to an athlete    shall    be 
awarded only through a regular agency approved by 
the institution tor the granting of aid to all students. 
<E) No athlete shall be deprived of financial aids permitted 
by paragraphs (A) (D) and (C) of this section because 
of failure to participate in intercollegiate athletics. 
(F) Compensation of an athlete for employment shall be 
commensurate with the service rendered. 
(G) No one shall be denied student aid because he is an 
athlete. 
(H)    Nothing herein shall, however, be construed as a dis- 
approval of indirect aids in the form of benefits reason- 
ably incidental of actual participation in intercollegiate 
athletics, such as medical attention, meals on sanctioned 
trips, and during officially-sanctioned practice periods 
while the institution is not in session, and one meal 
per day while on the home campus during the season of 
the sport in which the recipient is engaged. 
Section  5.    Principle  Governing  Recruiting.    No  member  of  an 
athletic.staff or other official representative of athletic interests shall 
solicit the attendance at his institution of any prospective student with 
the offer of financial aid or equivalent inducements.    This, however, 
shall not be deemed to prohibit such staff member or other represen- 
• tative from giving information regarding aids permissible under Sec- 
tion 4. i 
It is proposed that Sections 1, 2, and 4 or Article IV be stricken 
out and the following substituted therefor— 
Section 1. Eligibility For Membership. Colleges, universities 
and other institutions of learning in the United States with acceptable 
academic standards which accept and observe the principles set forth 
in Article III of this Constitution are eligible for membership in this 
Association. 
.    Section  2.    Conditions  and    Obligations  of    Membership.    The 
members of this Association severally agree: (1) To administer 
their athletic programs in accord with the provisions of this Constitu- [ 
tion; (2") to schedule intercollegiate contests only with institutions 
which conduct their athletic programs in conformity with the princi- 
ples set forth in Article III of this Constitution; (3) to'establish and 
maintain high standards of personal honor, eligibility, and fair play. 
Section 4. The Association shall prescribe the procedureTby which 
eligibility for, and election to, membership shall be effected. (Note: 
This contemplates making Executive Regulations of evisting Section 
4, paragraphs A, J3, and C.) 
It is proposed that the following additions or substitutions be 
made in Section 2 and 3 of Article V. 
Section 2. After the second paragraph, add a new paragraph to 
read as follows: "The Executive Committee shall have power, to 
adopt Executive Regulations not inconsistent with the provisions of 
this Constitution." At the end of the third paragraph, after the words 
"the ensuing year," add a new sentence to read as follows: "It shall 
also appoint such other administrative committees as may be neces- 
sary for executing the provisions of this constitution." 
Section 3. Clause 3, strike out the words "November thirtieth" in 
the thrid and fourth lines of the second paragraph and substitute 
therefor the word\ "August thirty-first." 
Jerry Orr Out For Season With Broke Hand 
Jerry Orr, champion Clem- 
son lightweight boxer, will 
not be able to fight in any of 
the    Tigers'    remaining    four 
. boxing matches this season. 
The    little    Asheville    boxer 
:suffered a broken hand in his 
bout against the University of 
Georgia last. Saturday night. 
This is a severe blow to the 
Tiger ring team who came out 
in the runner-up spot in the 
Southern Conference boxing 
tournament last year, with 
Orr winning out in his class. 
Coach Bob Jones Indicated 
that the young ring master 
might see action in the con- 
ference tourney that will take 
place the latter part of Feb- 
ruary in Columbia. 
Dave Coakley is One Of 
Top Fresfiifian Boxers 
By JACK CRIBB 
When the Clamson miltmen 
answer the call for duty this year, 
David Coakley, brother of the for- 
mer Bengal basketball famous 
Coakley twins, George and Fran- 
cis, will do a large part in helping 
surpass Clemson's last year's team 
which placed second to the Uni- 
versity of Maryland fighters in 
the Southern Conference boxing 
tourney. Coakley, a freshman 
from Washington, D. C, is enroll- 
ed in the school of Education. 
This young fighter is by no 
means inexperienced when it 
comes to slinging the leather. He 
fought in many tournaments and 
exhibitions in the capitol city and 
also threw punches for the South 
Western Athletic Club for two 
years. While fighting for the 
club, the young member of the 
noted sporting Coakleys punched 
his way to the finals of the Wash- 
ington A. A. U. tournament. He 
also was all victorious until the 
final bout in the Golden Gloves 
tournament of that city. 
Coakley, whose favorite punch 
is his left jab, carried the colors 
of the  Charlotte    Hall    Military 
IPTAY Increasing; 
Walt Tilley Reports 
According^ to information re- 
leased by Mr. Walt Tilley, as-. 
sistant athletic director, IPTAY 
is making rapid progress for the, 
new year. Over 600 memberships 
have been issued which is a mark- 
ed increase over last year. Last 
year saw this alumni organiza- 
tion grow to a new high of 2,170 
which was an increase of 272 over 
the previous season. Plans are 
being made for even larger 
growth in '48. 
Academy for one year.     >, 
During the major part of his 
ring career, Coakley has fought in 
the regular featherweight divi- 
sion. However this year the young 
puglistic will be working on the 
canvas in the senior featherweight 
department. Some of the best 
boxers in the Southern Confer- 
ence fight in this division, but 
they will find a most capable op- 
ponent in one Dave Coakley who 
will be pounding leather for the 
Clemson Tigers. 
7th Barracks Cagers 
Stop Ramblers 45-32 
In Intramural Game 
Paced by John Poulos and 
Hank Walker, the 7th barracks 
quintet dropped the Field House 
Ramblers 45-32. According to 
spectators, this was the top con- 
test to , date on the intramural 
slate. Poulos pushed in 18 points 
with Walker dropped in 9, to lead 
their squad. Big Jim Reynolds 
led the Ramblers with 13 tallies 
and was runnerup to Poulos for 
high scoring honors. Second to 
Reynolds for the Ramblers was 
Bobby Gage with 11 points buck- 
eted. Williams for 7th barracks 
played an outstanding floor game 
for the winners. This contest was 
played in the field house Monday 
night as the second game of a two 
game card. 
In the first contest Company 
L's squad downed a hapless G 
company outfit 21-15. Jones and 
Long led the winners while1 Chap- 
man and Miller racked up over 
half of the defeated courtsters 
markers. 
Looking oyer the results of last 
weeks intramural cage activity 
we find that on Tuesday, Jan. 13, 
Morrow with 12 points carried E 
fighting basketeers to a 21-16 vic- 
tory over Company L. 
Thursday found D dropping H 
company with a 19-13 score with 
Parkins of D capturing high scor- 
ing honors with 11 tallies. Boy- 
kin racked up 8 for the loosers. 
On the second court Harold 
Townes and Hank Walker led 
their 7th barracks five to a easy 
26-6 runaway over T-2. Ulnick 
shot 4 of T-2's 6 points. 
Company B soundly trounced 
the Military Staff Friday after- 
noon 38-14, with Edward bucket- 
ing 12 points for the victors, 
closely followed by his team- 
mate, Westmoreland with 10 
markers.    Captain George Coak- 
Rifle Team Oulshoi 
By Georgia Bulldogs 
In Shoulder Matches 
In the first shoulder to shoulder 
match of the year, Clemson's 
riflemen were outshot by a fine 
bunch of marksmen from the 
University of Georgia at Athens 
Friday afternoon by 10 points. 
Top man for the Clemson outfit 
was Frank Gunby with a total of 
349 points to his credit. 
Capt. Smith, coach of the Tiger 
team, carried a squad of 11 men 
to Athens where he used- a ten 
man team with 1 alternate. The 
ten men fired standing, sitting, 
kneeling, and from the prone po- 
sitions. 
Outstanding for the Bengals 
were Mitchum and Allen who tied 
for second place honors. Captain 
Anderson of jthe commandants 
staff accompanied the team and 
Sgt. Cox assisted with the coach- 
ing. 
Georgia's team is scheduled for 
a rematch with the Tiger outfit 
in February, however the date is 
not available at press time. 
ley, former Bengal court star and 
now with the Military Science, 
Dept. led the Military Staff with 9 
led the Military Staff with 9 
points sunk. 
M company's Edwards led his 
team to a 18-8 triumph over Com- 
pany l's quintet, with 8 points 
racked up for the home outfit. 
Stanley with 4 Was second in in- 
dividual scoring. 
In another of Monday's contests 
F company had to hustle to nose 
out E company 22-17. E company's 
Morrow led the point makers with 
11 tallies to his credit. Sanders 
and Wyse paced the winners. 
No games were played on Fri- 
day evening because high school 
courtsters were on the field house 
courts for the night. 
Teams Will Resume 
Schedule In Week 
Terriers & Maroons 
Pace Slate Quintets 
South Carolina basketball stand- 
ings at present show that on a 
basis of all games played that 
Wofford College is the. number 
one team in the state. The Ter- 
riers from Spartanburg have 
racked up nine wins in twelve 
starts to lead, the eight collegiate 
outfits. Second place honors go 
to the College of Charleston. The 
Maroons score cards show five 
Victories against two defeats. 
In state games only the Uni- 
versity of South Carolina is 
setting up the pace with, two 
wins and no setbacks. The Game- 
cocks are followed up by The 
Citadel ana The College of Char- 
leston who are tied up with two 
wins and one loss each. 
Standing: 
ALL GAMES: 
W L PF PA GTP 
9   3 661   622    11 
5 
3 
7 
5 
4 
1 
Wofford — 
Charleston 
The Citadel 
Furman „... 
S. Carolina 
Erskine __ 
Clemson _. 
2 357 311 
2 251 226 
7 790 855 
6 644 656 
-6 418 529 
497 628 
258 317 Presbyterian   0 
Newberry _.. .... 0   8 309 503 
STATE  GAMES  ONLY: 
12 
11 
11 
10 
16 
13 
12 
10 
S.   Carolina 
Charleston   _ 
The Citadel 
Wofford  __ 
Clemson .... 
Erskine  
Furman     . 
Presbyterian 
Newberry  
0 120 71 
1 168 170 
1 140 112 
2 270 243 
1 105 96 
1 76 99 
1 106 91 
1 37 38 
4 144 255 
7 
8 
6 
7 
11 
7 
Frankie Baumholtz, former 
Sally league star, will begin his 
second season for the Cincinnati 
Reds  come spring  training time. 
Clemson's varsity "boxing and 
basketball teams will take one 
week off beginning Saturday due 
to exams being held on the cam- 
pus. The exams will run from 
the 24 of January through the 31 
of January. 
Both squads have one more 
match before calling off festivi- 
ties. Tomorrow night, the Tiger 
basketball five will play host to 
the Citadel Bulldogs. Tip off 
time is set for 8:00 in the Clemson 
field house. The boxing squad 
who boasts one win over the 
University of Georgia by a score 
of 7-1 will box a return engage- 
ment with the Bulldogs in Athens 
tomorrow night. 
After exams are over, The 
Citadel ring team will pay a visit 
to Tigertown on Saturday night, 
January 31, and the following 
Saturday, Clemson will go to 
Columbia for a match with the 
University of South Carolina. 
Both Citadel and Carolina boast 
strong ring teams. 
The Tiger hardwood team re- 
opens their schedule on Monday 
night, February 2 with a game 
against the Presbyterian Blue 
Stockings at Clemson. Oh the 
following Wednesday night, Fur- 
man will come to Clemson for the 
first of a two game series being 
played on a home and home 
basis. Clemson will return this 
game in Greenville on February 
20. The Tigers will play Caro- 
lina in basketball in Columbia on 
Friday, February 6, and The Cita- 
del in Charleston the next night. 
Pass pitching Harry Gilmer, 
star back of the Alabama Crim- 
son Tide, had signed a professional 
contract with the Washington 
Redskins of the National Foot- 
ball League. 
Miss Your Dinner (H you have to) 
Miss Your Date [if you must) 
/K444... 
— 
THE  NEWEST, MOST  THRILLING  TALENT  HUNT  IN  AMERICA 
INCLUDING  TOP  STARS,  FROM  THE   COLLEGES... 
"PHILIP MORRIS NIGHT 
WITH 
HORACE HEIDT" 
5? 
• Every Sunday Night Over NBC, PHILIP MORRIS 
FINDS A STAR in a search for the great stars of 
tomorrow. Performers from all over the country 
... including the top talent picked from the 
colleges! Music, drama, thrilling entertainment... 
weekly prizes of $250... and to the winner of the 
year — movie and radio contracts, plus a grand 
prize of $5000 in cash! 
. ^7\?0* 0 For perfect listening, make a date for 
Sunday night and hear the stars of tomorrow with 
PHILIP MORRIS ! And for perfect smoking... today, 
tomorrow, always...light up a PHILIP MORRIS, 
America's FINEST Cigarette! 
7^^^^^T^21\ 
plus lc 
State Tax 
,   i        Ask for it either way ... both 
■ - -    trade-marks mean the same thing. 
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Block C Taps Six 
Coach Dob Jones, v->r-sity boxing coac'i fid referee for the Block C sponsored boxing bots, presents 
poiden gloves to divisional winders. Left to r^ght: Coach Jones, Reed Barker, Joe Hardwick, Hank 
Chambers, and Oscar Thompson. Not shown are Jim Hawkins, Don Smith, Allen Corley, and Joe 
Grmmon. 
For the past week the Tiger 
Block "C" Club has been busy 
initiating six new members. To- 
night at the formal initiations the 
initiates who hav,e been the vic- 
tims of paddlings and various 
pranks by the old members for 
the past seven days took their 
places as full-fledged, man-eating 
Tigers. The new members whose 
names were recently released by 
Johnny Moorer, president of the 
organization, are Leonard Dixon, 
Jack Emerson, Carol Cox, Bobby 
Williams, Ray Mathews, and Wil- 
lard Hudson. All "Cubs" initiated 
were members of last fall's pig- 
skin squad. 
Serving as Master of Ceremonies 
for the group of newcomers was 
Leonard Dixon, Senior from 
Greenville. Dixon served as head 
manager for the, footballers dur- 
ing the fall. Another' Senior en- 
tering the club is Jack Emerson 
who hails from Atlanta, Ga. Jack 
was an outstanding guard with 
both the J. V.'s and the varsity 
during the season. Two Sopho- 
mores admitted were Carol Cox 
and Bobby Williams. Cox, whe 
turned in some fine work alteu- 
riating with Bob Gage at the tail- 
back ;oot, is from Camden while 
Bobby Williams, a fast stepping 
wingback for Coach Howard hails 
from Spartanburg, S. C. Willard 
Hudson,.a fine freshman end from 
N. Charleston, and Ray Mathews 
the speedy McKeesport, Pennsyl- 
vanian, round out the list of -new- 
comers to Block "C." With the 
addition of these men the enroll- 
ment of the club is brought to 
approximately eighty. 
Furman Cagers Lead 
In Palmetto Race 
Two Furman basketeers led the 
state scoring race as it entered 
the eighth week of competition. 
These two men are Bell, forward, 
and Stewart, forward. Bell, who 
leads in the South Carolina loop 
scoring, has made a total of 162 
points, and Stewart has tallied 
158. Leonard Riddle occupies the 
same spot in state competition as 
he does in the Southern Confer- 
ence scoring race. He now holds 
seventh spot with a total of 110 
points. 
The ten top scorers in the 
State scoring race  follows: 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
Name 
Bell, F  
Stewart, F .... 
Powers, W  
Seay, W. .... 
Davidson, E. ... 
Martin, S. C. 
Riddle, C .. . 
Adams, S. C. 
Dean,   W   .... 
FG FT TP GA 
...   57 43 162 11.5 
...   66 26 158 11.3 
.-   53 17 123 10.2 
....   47 28 122 12.0 
.... 52 16 12| 13.3 
.-  52 12 116 10.5 
..--.  40 30 110 11.0 
....   40 28 108 9 R 
....   40 27 10? 8.9 
Cfetmon Coaches At 
Alumni Get-Togethers 
Clemson's   head   football   coach 
Frank Howard attended a meeting 
of    the    Charlotte    Alumni    Club 
! Monday    night.     Thirty    former 
| Tigers  attended  the  get  together 
! which  was held  at the Mecklen- 
i burg Hotel where  the  group  en- 
joyed  a delicious  meal. , 
Footsie   Woods,   former   Bengal | 
| linesman,    was   present.      Woods 
I played   with   the   Clemson's   dur- 
ing '41  and  '45  campaigns. 
Carol Hambright, another Tiger 
stalwart  during  the  '39,   '40,   and 
'41  seasons was  on hand for  the ; 
' occasion.    Hambright was a mem- j 
ber of the famous team that roll- | 
I ed to victory over the Boston Col- 
.lege  Eagles  in  the  Cotton  Bowl. 
Tuesday night Eackfield mentor 
Covington McMillian gave  a  talk 
to the Walterboro Clemson alumni. I 
The   Walterboro   chapter   is   very I 
active    and    an   excellent   crowd 
was   on   hand   for   the   occasion. I 
One of that section's outstanding 
high   school   athletes,   Billy   Hair, 
is scheduled to enroll at Clemson 
in  February. 
All ads must be turned 
in not later than Tuesday 
morning at nine o'clock. The 
cost of ads will be twenty 
cents a line. To figure a 
line, count six words to the 
line. Abbreviations and each 
initial count one word. 
Ads should be put in an 
envelope with money and ad- 
dressed to The Tiger—At- 
tention Royall E. Norton, Box 
269, Clemson. No ads will be 
accepted over the telephone. 
SPACE  FOR  RENT 
We still have approximate- 
ly 2,000 Sq. Ft. of space for 
rent in Seneca's newest 
and most modern building. 
This space is suitable for 
operating many types of 
businesses now lacking but 
in great demand in this 
vicinity. For full details 
call at Oconee Office Sup- 
ply—Phone 472 Seneca, S. 
C. 
FOR SALE—Charvoz-Ross Log- 
log - duplex SLIDE RULES. 
Priced right. See, compare" and 
order NOW and be assured of 
good rule in February. Room 3- 
201  and 2-115. 
JUST ARRIVED 
NEW 
SPRING 
SHIPMENTS 
• Slacks 
• Morris-Casual 
Sport Shirts 
9
   Bantamac 
Jackets 
SENECA. SO, 
Warrick Hoping For Big 
Season With Ring Team 
By TOMMY COTTEN 
Clemson's boxmg projects for 
1948 are at present looking good. 
Coach Bob Jones, whose last 
year's team took second place in 
1he Southern Conference, is ex- 
pected again this year to field 
a highly talented and experienced 
fight team. One of the brightest 
prospects Jones has and upon 
whom he will bank heavily will 
be Ariel Warrick. Warrick; whose 
home is in Old Hickory, Tennes- 
see is a Textile Manufacturing 
sophomore at Clemson. He tosses 
leather around in the middle- 
weight division and weighs in ux 
close to 165 lbs. He is 23 years 
old. Having had plenty of fight 
experience, Warrick is one of 
Jones' prized packages and is ex- 
pected to be a serious contendcr 
for the Conference ' middleweight 
crown. 
Entering Clemson in 1946, Ariel's 
first move after matriculation was 
to go out for football. Playing a 
reserve tailback ^pot he showed 
up well until a bad hand injury 
forced him a quit the squad. The 
same injury plagued him through- 
out the winter and prevented his 
doing any boxing last season. An 
operation on the injured mitt in 
February of last year was sue- . 
cessful and today, fully recover- 
ed Ariel is back pounding the 
big bag harder than ever. 
Warrick served in Uncle Sam's 
mramurai rig 
^onierht at 7:30 the Block "C" 
Club played host at a banquet for 
the Cadets who took part in the 
Intramural Boxing Tournament 
held at Clemson recently. The 
fete was held at Klutz' Cafeteria 
in the "Y" and approximately 
fifty-five persons were present 
including thirty-nine boys who 
■participated in the contests and 
twelve invited guests including 
the coaching staff and judges of 
the tournament. The officers of 
the   club   officiated. 
Merchant Marine during the war 
years and gained valuable ex- 
perience in fighting exhibition 
bouts. He fought several bouts 
on fight cards here in the States 
and even had. a bout in Russia 
with a Tommy Brockman who 
has since turned professional. A 
former Golden Gloves Champ he 
is the kind of fighter who hits 
hard with both hands. He shows 
good footwork and plenty of 
fighting knowhow. Its a sure 
bet that Warrick will be one of 
the big guns in the '48 edition of 
the Bengal Boxers. 
Trailing The Tiger 
Athens for a return engagement with the Georgians. This 
will be the second of five encounters for the mittmen before 
he conference tourney which will probably be held at Co- 
timbia with Carolina as host. 
COKER ATTENDS STATE COACHES' GET-TOGETHER 
Homer Coker, Clemson baseball star, will take over Hie 
coaching reins at St. Stephens High School after his Febru- 
ary graduation. The popular diamond star was one of the 
sparkplugs of the conference champs from Clemson last 
spring. One.of the finer defensive cogs, Coker roamed 
rigl'Uield for the Tigers in Ml, '42, '17. During the ':12 sea. 
son the hustler from Tuberville, S. C, batted at a lusty clip, 
over the .100 mark which is plenty good in any league. 
Coker attended the recent gathering of all the stale 
coaches that met at Columbia where the Slate Coaches Ass6': 
ciaiicn was formed to aid the various sports in the Palmetto 
state. Through this association coaching schools will be held 
and a great deal of good should be accomplished toward the 
I ur leririg of athletics the hieh schools of the state.    We 
Is if a sports shirt? 
is if a regular shirt? 
YeS,   fwke—-Sf'S   both!  The   Arrow 
Donbler is styled to look equally well open-necked 
or with a necktie. 
DouLler is made in fine while or blue Gordoli 
oxford cloth and comes in regular co*!.:r and eleevc 
lenprihs. Sanforized labeled.* See your Arrow 
dealer for a Qojihlcr today! 
' i Fabric !-'irinka- ss than r; ) 
ARROW/ SHIRTS and TIES 
:-> . _ . „ 
UNDERWEAR   «   HANDKERCH1EF5   •   SPORTS   SHIRTS 
wish for Homer Coker much success in his new career. 
Jack Shivers, head coach, at Florence High School, was 
named by the group to head the newly formed body.    Shiv- 
ers graduated from Furman University where he made an 
outstanding record as an athlete. 
HARDWICK VOTED OUTSTANDING STUDENT BOVJ£R 
The Block C sponsored intramural boxing championship 
came to a successful conclusion last Thursday night before 
an cnthusiaslic crowd of loj'al fans for the sixteen battlers 
that participated. After the leather tossing was over, Joe 
Hardwick, Bock Hill welterweight, emerged from the eight 
victors as the outstanding battle;- of the bunch. The leather 
pusher was awarded a handsome trophy after being selected 
by three judges. All the divisional winners were presented 
golden gloves, key chain size, for their accomplishments. 
Hardwick had a hard fight with Bobby Ponder of Wil- 
liston for the welterweight title. In one of the hardest foughl 
bouts of the night, the Bock Hill lad took all that the Willis, 
ton lighter had to offer and still continued to dish, out hard 
licks. Both fighters fought a hard bout in one of the closest 
contests of the night and the pugs were nearly exhausted be. 
fore the final bell. 
Don Smith., bantanlweight of Marietta, Ga., pounded out 
a quick victory by the TKO route over Leland Ware; while 
Tank Chambers stopped Ted Sasser for a second round TKO 
n the senior welterweight division. 
Coach Jones of the Tiger varsity handled the referee's 
.bores with the greatest of ease and turned in a commendable 
job.    Congratulations to th.e successful pugs. 
BLOCK C TAPS NEW MEMBERS 
Daily scat warmings heralds in another Block C initia- 
.ion for those lucky boys that entitled them to join this club 
where outstanding athletic achievement is the price of ad- 
mission. Only the chosen few of Clemson's athletes are 
eligible and they must undergo a period of informal initiation 
before the formal initiation is held. New Cubs include Carol 
Cox, ace tailback, Bob Hudson, promising end that showed 
up brilliantly during the season's play, John Polous, pass 
catching 6 footer from Spartanburg, Bay Matthews, fresh- 
man sensation from McKeesport, Pa.; Bobby Williams, fleet 
wingback, and Jack Emmerson, one of the standout of the 
B team and varsity lines. 
BASEBALLER TIES THE KNOT 
Tom "Monk" Castles, outfielder on former Coach. Randy 
Hinson's Southern Conference diamond stars, recently mar. 
ricd Miss Dorothy Monts of Lancaster, S. C. Castles played 
i good brand of baseball for the Tigers during the '47 season 
and. made the trip to New Haven, Conn., where the Carolin- 
ians lost to ihe Yale Eli. Timely clouts with the hardwood 
by Castles brought home many runs for the Bengals during 
the season. 
Leo Fisher and "Teddy Bear" Smith assisted in the cere- 
mony.    Best wishes, Monk. 
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